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foreword 

Scriptural exegesis has been prime motivator of 

grammar, whether it is Gesenius1 Hebraische Grammatik and its 

derivatives, or Panini, Katyayana, Patanjali and Bhartrhari, 

or Tolkappiyar. According to Bhartrhari, though grammar is 

sastra (science), its procedure is vyavaharika. In Tolkap- 

plyam, the word ilakkanam refers not only to the grammar of 

a language but that of literature as well. 

The modern definition of grammar, 8 study or science 

of rules for the words and structure of language' (The 

Advanced Learners'Dictionary of Current English) or ’a' 

device which generates all and only the grammatical sentences 

of a language1 is far removed from the early grammatical 

tradition in more than one way. First, while the early 

grammars were dependent on actual text, the present grammars 

are dependent on intuition. Second, while the old grammars 

approximated to natural language, tne new grammars are algo¬ 

rithmic and only very indirectly concern themselves with 

usage. third, and most important, while the old grammarians 

enose a middle path between the scientific and the popular, 

the new academic linguists brought about a split between the 



two5 partly because of their ignorance of the philosophic 

base of traditional grammar, and partly because of their 

training in the West where the new science of linguistics 

was reborn primarily because of the emphasis on recording 

preliterate languages. 

Grammar is both theory and its application. When a 

grammar is written for scholars, ardhaxnatralaghavena putrot- 

savam manyante vaiyakaranah (''saving of half a matra (vowel 

length) g-'ves as much pleasure to the grammarian as the birth 

of a son") makes sense. But when grammar is written on the 

basis of interaction with society and becomes user oriented, 

prayogas^aranah vaiyakaranah ("Grammarians have to take into 

account the usage of the language") makes sense. 

User oriented grammar like user oriented science is 

an anathema to the academic scientist. As that technology 

which results from the interaction of science with a given 

society is appropriate for that society. A grammar is 

appropriate only if it meets the needs of specific user 

groups. This means that there cannot be one grammar, but a 

series of grammars for any language to meet the varied needs 

of learners and researchers. The coverage, the treatment, 

the presentation and consequently their notions of grammati- 

cality are bound to be different for different grammars. The 

descriptive and explanatory adequacy for the grammar based 

on observational adequacy of a limited need should be accepted 

as valid by the academic grammarians. 

The Institute from time to time has held symposia and 

workshops on various schools and styles of grammars. A volume 

on grammatical analysis based on a course by Professor K.L. 
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Pike following the tagmemic lines is under publication by 

the Institute. The relational grammar naturally became our 

next target of study. It was lucky that we got scholars 

such as Yamuna Kachru and Rajeshwari Pandharipande to set up 

a group for discussing the state of the art in relational 

grammar. The results of that discussion are contained in 

this volume. I am grateful to Yamuna Kachru who agreed to 

edit' the volume with me. 

I wish to express thanks to all those who contributed 

papers to this volume and responded graciously to the rigours 

of editing. 

I also wish to put on record my sincere appreciation 

of the work done by Shri H.L.N. Bharati and other colleagues 

in the CIIL Press who are responsible for the execution of 

this work. 

I hope that scholars in India and abroad will find 

the book stimulating. 

(D.P. PATTANAYAK) 

Director 
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PREFACE 

This volume contains papers specially commissioned 

for a workshop on Relational Grammar organized by my 

colleague Rajeshwari Pandharipande and myself as part of the 

Third International Conference on South Asian Languages and 

Linguistics held in Mysore from January 12-16, 1982, 

There is one main reason for the interest in Rela¬ 

tional Grammar shown by South Asian linguists. More than 

any other contemporary grammatical theory, this theory has 

utilized the typological research in linguistics in the 

formulation of its basic framework. Since a major interest 

of South Asian linguists in recent years has been to provide 

evidence in support of ’South Asia as a linguistic area', 

this theory seems to be particularly useful for research on 

languages of this important region. The other reason,of 

course, is that Relational Grammar has become a part of the 

contemporary linguistic paradigm just as much as, for 

example. Transformational Grammar, Case Grammar and Systemic 

Grammar. And yet, most of the early theoretical work on 

Relational Grammar, such as Postal and Perlmutter 1974 and 

Johnson 1974,are not available in South Asia; even the 
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published material is not readily available to all centers 

of teaching and research in linguistics in the area. It was 

to fill this gap that at the invitation of D.P. Pattanayak, 

Director, Central Institute of Indian Languages, Mysore, 

these papers have been put together in a monograph. In this 

form, the results of the workshop are now readily accessible 

to scholars and students of linguistics in South Asia. 

The four papers collected here provide a general 

introduction to the theory (Yamuna Kachru), a detailed 

description of empirical research based on the paradigm 

(Rajeshwari Pandharipande), two examples of a paper based 

exclusively on South Asian data - a study on Maithili raising 

some interesting questions that the theory has to take into 

account (Udaya Narayana Singh) and a study on Dravidian with 

special reference to Malayalam bringing out some new data 

to be handled by the theory (P.T. Abraham). All the four 

papers point out the areas where the theoretical formulations 

of Relational Grammar need revision to account for data from 

South Asian languages and point out further directions of 

research. As such, it is my hope that this volume will be 

of interest to linguists in general and South Asian linguists 

in particular. 

University of Illinois Yamuna Kachru 
Urbana-Champaign 
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RELATIONAL GRAMMAR : AN INTRODUCTION 

Yq Kachro 

1.0* Introduction 

The aim of this paper is to give a brief 

introduction to the theory of Relational Grammar. 

This theory was first proposed in Postal and 

Perlmutter (1974) and Johnson (1974) and subse¬ 

quently developed in several studies (see Refe¬ 

rences for a selected list of such studies). In 

fact, several aspects of the theory are still 

being articulated in works such as Perlmutter 

(1982) and Johnson and Postal (1980). The theory, 

still under formulation as it is, has had a 

significant impact on linguistic research in the 

past few years, as is clear from the discussion 

of empirical studies based on this theory in 

Pandharipande (1982) (in this volume) «. It is, 

therefore, appropriate to take a close look at 

this theory and discuss what relevance it has for 

research on South Asian languages at this state » 

2-G» Arguments for a Relationally Based Grammar 

The arguments in favour of a relationally 
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based grammar are as follows. Following the 

transformational generative point of view as 

expressed in Chomsky (1957, 1965, 1972) and 

others, the ultimate goal of a linguistic theory 

is a precise characterization of the notion 

"possible human language"/ that is, a characteri¬ 

zation of what all natural languages share not¬ 

withstanding the observable differences among 

them. This goal is to be realized by precisely 

and explicitly characterizing the notion of 

"possible grammars" of human languages. A more 

immediate goal of theoretical research is to 

establish strong formal and substantive con¬ 

straints that would restrict the notion of 

possible grammars. Such constrained characteriza¬ 

tion of grammars would uniquely define the notion 

"human language" as distinct from other communi¬ 

cation systems. If we assume that the transfor¬ 

mational theory provides a plausible characteriza¬ 

tion of grammars, then one hypothesis that 

restricts the notion of a possible grammar is that 

there is a finite, universal set of transforma¬ 

tional rules from which all languages select some 

sub-set. This would require that transformational 

rules be formulated in language-independent uni¬ 

versal terms. The standard ways of formulating 

transformational rules are, however, structure- 

dependent, i.e., transformational rules are 

2 



RELATIONAL GRAMMAR : AN INTRODUCTION 

stated in terms of structural descriptions repre¬ 

sented by phrase-markers. Since languages exhibit 

a range of diversity in structures, any structure- 

dependent characterization of transformational 

rules is bound to reflect language-specific pro¬ 

perties. For example, the standard transforma¬ 

tional description of passive for English mentions 

the marking on the verb, the preposition by for 

the agent and subject-object inversion by which 

the object of the active sentence becomes the 

subject of the passive sentence and the subject 

of the active sentence becomes the agent in the 

passive sentence. It is obvious that the marking 

on the verb and the agent differs from language 

to language, and it is conceivable that the 

Passive in some languages may not require subject- 

object inversion, e.g., Hindi. There is, however, 

no way of stating the universal properties of the 

Passive in terms of the standard Transformational 

grammatical formulation. The proponents of Rela¬ 

tional Grammar claim that grammatical relations, 

unlike phrase-markers, provide the ideal means to 

state transformational rules in universal terms. 

Hence transformational rules should be stated 

directly in terms of grammatical relations. 

2.1. In order to make this point clear, it may 

be useful to contrast the statement of Passive 

in both the standard Transformational grammatical 

3 
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and the Relational grammatical f reimeworksFor 

instance, the standard transformational rule for 

passive in Hindi may be formulated as in 1: 

1. X - NP, - (NP.) - Y - V, 7 - Z 
12 j_ + v o 10 / 

1 2 3 4 3 6 

== 1, 2-fr-se, 3, 4 + AA j aa ~, 6 

where (+vol) signifies the semantic feature 

2 
(volitional) . 

The application of the rule is exemplified by the 

active-passive pairs of sentences in 2-3: 

2. raakesh soegaa 

Rakesh sleep will 

Rakesh will sleep. 

2a. (raakesh se)/(raani 

Rakesh by Rani 

Rakesh/Rani will be 

/ raanii soegii 

Rani sleep will 

Rani will sleep, 

se) soyaa jaaegaa 

by sleep+perf. go will 

able to sleeps. 

3. raani kitaab paRhegii / raaj kitaab paRhegaa 

Rani book will read Raj book read will 

Rani will read the book. Raj will read the book. 

3a. raaj/raanii se kitaab paRhi jaaegii 

Raj/Rani by book read+perf. go will 

b. Raj/Rani will be able to read the book. 

c. The book will be read. 

A comparison of 2-2a and 3-3a makes it clear that 

the passive agent in Hindi does not get moved to 

a different position in the sentence as compared 

to the active subject. However, it does lose 

4 
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some of the properties of the subject; for ins¬ 

tance, whereas the active subject controls verb- 

agreement in 2 and 3, the passive agent does not 

control verb agreement in 2a and 3a. In languages 

such as English, the passive agent is moved to 

the adjunct (adverbial) position, and the direct 

object of the active sentence becomes the derived 

subject of the passive sentence as in 4-4a: 

4. John read the poems. 

4a. The poems were read by John. 

Note that the derived subject in 4a, the poems, 

controls the verb agreement. Although in 3a, 

kitaab 'book1 controls the verb agreement, on the 

basis of this fact alone, we cannot conclude that 

kitaab 'book1 is the derived subject of the 

passive sentence in 3a. If the direct object of 

an active sentence is followed by the postposition 

ko, it does not control verb-agreement in the 

corresponding passive sentence: 

5. aaashaa ne ushaa ko jagaayaa 

Asha ag. Usha DO wake + perf. 

Asha woke up Usha. 

5a, (aashaa se) ushaa ko jagaayaa gayaa 

Asha by Usha DO wake+cause+perf. go+perf. 

b. Asha was able to wake up Usha. 

c. Usha was woken up. 

In 5a, the verb agrees with neither noun phrase. 

The features common to Hindi and English 

5 
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passive are the following. In the languages, the 

grammatical relation of the subject and the direct 

object change after passivization. In both langu¬ 

ages, the ex-direct object assumes the role of 

the subject (in Hindi less so than in English; 

see Kachru, Kachru and Bhatia 1976, Pandharipande 

1981). In both languages, the ex-subject becomes 

a pre- or post-positional phrase and behaves like 

an adverbial (in English more so than in Hindi; 

see Kachru, Kachru and Bhatia 1976 and Pandhari¬ 

pande 1981). The markings on verbs (the past 

participial ending -EN on verbs and the insertion 

of passive auxiliary BE for English; the past 

participial ending -AA on verbs and the insertion 

of passive auxiliary jaa ’go’ in Hindi) are 

obviously language-specific„ In inflectional 

languages, these markings may only be affixes 

rather than auxiliaries or pre- and post-positions 

as in English and Hindi. In Relational gramma¬ 

tical terms. Passive rule can be represented as 

follows; 

6. Passive (an informal statement) 

0 (Y, V.) —> S (Y, V.) 
l i 

jT^+ Passive^ 

S (Z, V.) —> X (Z, V.) 
i i 

£+ PassiveJJ 

That is, the ex-object assumes the subject rela¬ 

tion with the V, and the ex-subject becomes an 

6 
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adjunct in the passive. The universal passive 

rule does not have to mention language-specific 

facts of verb- and agent-marking. These are to be 

taken care of in the grammars of specific langu¬ 

ages. What this claims is that whatever is 

common to all languages which have a Passive rule 

is stated in 5 (informally)« Given 6, we can 

claim that both English and Hindi have a Passive 

rule, and we can further state the language speci- 

fic properties of passive in English and Hindi as 

follows: 

7. English: 

a. 

b. Y+p7 
c. X - 

d. V = 

8. Hindi: 

DO, 10 

BE, EN V 

by NP 

Vr _ 
1+ tr+ Vol. J 

a. 0 = 

b- Y pj : 
c. X = 

d. V = 

The above combined 

tion suggested in 

DO 

= V + AA jaa 

NP s_e 

VZT+ Vol. J 

with the non-uniqueness as sump- 

Gary and Keenan (1977) account 

for the facts of Passive in English and Hindi 

satisfactorily^. 

7 
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2«2. In addition to the above argument that 

cross-linguistic generalizations depend upon 

grammatical relations, there are other arguments 

that have been given in support of Relational 

Grammar. Johnson (1974, p.2) mentions Morgan's 

observation that transformational rules can be 

split into two groups: one group alters grammati¬ 

cal relations (e.g.. Passive, Subject to Object 

Raising, Causativization), the other group leaves 

the grammatical relations unchanged (Reflexiviza- 

tion, Topicalization, Extraposition). This 

suggests that one of the major functions of trans¬ 

formational rules is to alter grammatical rela¬ 

tions. Note, however, that there is no straight¬ 

forward way of defining grammatical relations in 

a language independent fashion on the basis of 

Phrase-markers. According to Chomsky (1965), 

grammatical relations are derivative notions, 

derived from Phrase-marker configurations. For 

example, the NP directly dominated by the S-node 

represents the subject relation, the NP directly 

dominated by the VP-node represents the direct 

object relation„ This, however, assumes that all 

languages have the phrase-marker configurations 

listed in 9: 

8 
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Furthermore, the prediction is that there are no 

languages with the configurations listed in 10:- 

Where the subscripts s and o represent the 

subject and direct object relations, respectively. 

Typological and descriptive analyses of 

various languages, however, suggest that VP is 

not a universal category (e.g., Johnson 1974, 

Mohanan 1981) and that configurations, such as 

10.b and 10.e, in fact, do occur in languages. 

For example, 10.b occurs in Dyirbal, Aleut, and 

West Greenlandic Eskimo, while 10.e occurs in 

Welsh and Samoan. Mohanan (in Press) 

argues for 10.a as the basic Phrase-marker con¬ 

figuration for Maiayalam. As the DO and V are 

not dominated by a node that does not dominate 

the subject also in these configurations, it is 

obvious that there is no way of defining these 

relations in terms of these configurations with¬ 

out bringing in other notions such as 'precede', 

or 'left of'. But then these definitions no 

9 
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longer are universal as they depend upon word- 

order facts of specific languages. 

Note that for English also, the Phrase-marker 

configuration is not sufficient to define the 

grammatical relations DO and 10, since, both these 

NP's would be directly dominated by the VP-node. 

We can define these relations by taking into 

account the precedence relations, but, this is 

tantamount to admitting that no universal charac¬ 

terization of these grammatical relations is 

possible. 

If in fact, as observed by Morgan, a major 

function of transformational rules is to alter 

grammatical relations, then it is necessary to 

state transformational rules in terms of gramma¬ 

tical relations defined in universal terms. The 

standard transformational grammatical assumptions, 

however, lead us to the conclusion that no 

language-independent characterization of gramma¬ 

tical relations is possible. Given the assump¬ 

tions about the goals of linguistic theory, this 

conclusion is totally unacceptable. 

23, A further argument is based upon recent 

typological work in syntax, especially Keenan 

and Comrie (1977). This study provides impressive 

evidence to suggest that grammatical relations are 

significant at a relatively superficial level in 

the grammars of various languages, especially in 

10 
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the strategies that languages employ to form rela¬ 

tive clauses. For instance, some languages rela¬ 

tivize only subjects, others relativize subjects 

and direct objects, still others relativize sub¬ 

jects, direct objects and various oblique objects* 

In languages that do not allow relativization of 

NPs below a certain level, various syntactic 

processes such as Passivization and Subject-to- 

Object Raising are employed to raise the target 

NP to a level where it meets the requirements for 

relativization. On the basis of the accessibility 

of NPs to relativization, Keenan and Comrie pro¬ 

pose a hierarchy of NP arguments of a verb such 

that if an NP at a certain level of the hierarchy 

undergoes relativization, then all NPs higher on 

the hierarchy to this NP also undergo relativiza¬ 

tion. For instance, if, in a language, the 10 

undergoes relativization, then in that language. 

Subjects and DO1s undergo relativization as well. 

Further research on various syntactic 

processes in a number of languages suggests that 

the NP Accessibility Hierarchy proposed in Keenan and 

Comrie (1977) is relevant to processes other than 

relativization as well. For instance, Cole et.al. 

(1977) demonstrates that the island constraints 

discussed in Ross (1967) are to be explained in 

terms of the Accessibility Hierarchy. Since the 

notion of Accessibility Hierarchy is based upon 

11 
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the notion of grammatical relations, it is obvious 

that grammatical relations play a very important 

role in the grammars of languages (for details of 

Accessibility Hierarchy, see Section 5.0). 

3.0. Goals of Relational Grammar 

As has already been made clear in Section 2.0, 

Relational Grammatical theory is in consonance 

with the goals of linguistic theory as defined in 

Chomsky (1957, 1965, 1972) and others. That is, 

it takes the basic goal of a linguistic theory to 

be a precise characterization of the notion of a 

possible human language. Thus, an immediate goal 

of this theory is to establish strong formal and 

substantive constraints on the'notion of a possi¬ 

ble grammar. One way of establishing such con¬ 

straints is by insisting on characterizing a 

finite, language-independent set of transforma¬ 

tional rules out of which specific languages 

could be shown to select some subset. Bach (1965) 

argues that complex transformational rules can be 

broken down into simpler component rules which 

reveal remarkable cross—linguistic similarity. 

An example of this has already been given in 6 

above, which breaks the standard transformational 

rule of Passivization into two parts: an object 

■promotion part and a subject demotion part. Refe¬ 

rence to a language-independent or universal set 

of transformational rules is bound to simplify 

12 
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the description of individual languages and at the 

same time build a general substantive theory of* 

grammar. Thus, the main goal of Relational 

Grammar at this point is to establish a universal 

set of grammatical rules with the ultimate goal of 

characterizing the notion human language uniquely. 

4.0. Basic Assumptions of Relational Grammar 

The basic assumptions of Relational Grammar 

with regard to the nature of human language and 

goals of linguistic theory have already been 

stated in the previous sections. It is obvious 

that Relational Grammar shares the assumptions of 

standard Transformational Grammar. Further 

assumptions with regard to the theory itself are 

as follows. The fundamental tenet of Relational 

Grammar is that grammatical relations play a 

central role in the syntax of human languages. 

They are the proper units of description in syntax 

since they figure directly in the statement of 

numerous grammatical rules and universal princi¬ 

ples that govern the syntactic organization of 

natural languages. They are the proper units of 

description of syntactic structure not only at 

the level of deep structure but also at various 

other levels, including the surface structure 

(Johnson 1974a, 1974b, and 1977). As such, these 

grammatical relations have the status of primi¬ 

tives in linguistic theory. Any attempt to define 

13 
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these notions in terms of 'dominance' and 'prece¬ 

dence', as in transformational grammar, or in 

terms of a set of more primitive syntactic and 

semantic properties, as in Keenan (1976), is 

bound to prove futile. 

Just as in Transformational Grammar, in 

Relational G.ammar, too, several levels of repre¬ 

sentation of syntactic structure are proposed. 

The various levels of representation are related 

via two major types of rules: rules that, change 

grammatical relations and rules that do not affect 

grammatical relations. Further details about the 

model are given in the next section (Section 5.0). 

In stating relation-changing rules, crucial 

use is made of the Accessibility Hierarchy (Keenan 

and Comrie 1977) . The adaptations suggested and 

made in the original Accessibility Hierarchy are 

also discussed in Section 5.0. 

5.0. The Model of Relational Grammar 

Relational Grammar posits a fixed, universal 

set of primitive 'pure1 grammatical relations 

('subject of, 'direct object of and ‘indirect. 

object of) and a set of ‘impure’ grammatical 

relations (Instrumental, Locative and Benefactive, 
5 

which have independent semantic content) . A NP 

that bears an 'impure' grammatical relation may 

be termed oblique object. The symbols are S, DO, 

14 
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10/ and 00 (or 1 $ 2, 3 and Non-term) for the 

'pure* and 'impure* relations posited above. In 

addition to these grammatical relations, a rela¬ 

tion of general dependency is also posited which 

is termed the X—relation or the Chomeur relation^ * 

In Relational Grammar, the basis unit of 

syntactic description is termed a clause. A 

clause at a given1derivational level consists 

basically of a predicate (V) and a number of 

nominal arguments, each of which bears exactly 

one grammatical relation to the governing V. The 

initial and cyclic levels of representation of a 

clause structure are connected by relation-chang¬ 

ing rules. There are several Laws and Principles 

which constrain the wor3<cing of the grammatical 

rules and the form of the resultant syntactic 

structures. As the theory has undergone some 

revisions since 1974 and the formalization has 

undergone severe changes between Johnson (1974), 

Perlmutter (1980) and Johnson and Postal (1980), 

it is difficult to give detailed information 

about formalization in this brief account of the 

theory. Some examples of formalization in terms 

of Johnson (1974) and Perlmutter (1980), however, 

are given in the following sub-sections. 

3-1* The following account of the basic organiza¬ 

tion of Relational Grammar is based on Johnson 

15 
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(1974a, 1974b, 1977) and PerIrantter (1980)* A 

syntactic representation of a clause, if we ignore 

questions of semantic and phonological represen¬ 

tations as well as certain aspects of syntactic 

organization, gives basically three types of 

information: which elements bear grammatical re¬ 

lations to which other elements, which grammatical 

relation(s) each element bears to other elements, 

and at what level these grammatical relations 

between elements hold. The vocabulary that xs 

used to give this information consists of the 

following:. a set of nodes representing linguistic 

elements, a set of Relational (R) signs which are 

the names of the grammatical relations, and a set 

of coordinates (C) which indicate the levels at 

which elements bear grammatical relations to 

other elements. The vocabulary is utiixzed to 

present the syntactic representation in terms of 

a Relational Network (RN). The RN indicates the 

level of structure, the governor (for instance, 

the predicate), the dependent terms (for instance, 

the nominal arguments of the Predicate), and the 

R-signs associated with the terms (to signal the 

grammatic a1 

governor)* 

11. 

relations the terms bear to the 
7 

An example of a RN is given ...n 11 . 

b 

_2 C 
kitaab 

1 Ci 
"""-^ratan 

? read '' J bock Rat an 
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The RN above does not represent details of 

tense-aspect, agreement features, etc. The RN 11 

(minus the lexical material) is a representation 

of 12 as well as its translation equivalent in 

any language: 

12. ratan kitaab paRhegaa 

Ratan book read will 

Ratan will read the book. 

The diagram in 11 simply gives the following in¬ 

formation: at level 1 (Ci) of b, paRh 'read' is 

the governor (P), kitaab ’book’ is in the 'direct 

object of’ (2) relation to the P and ratan ’Ratan 

is in the 'subject of' (1) relation to the P. The 

curved lines ending in arrow heads are called 

arcs. The b is an arbitrary symbol to signal a 

syntactic construction. In addition to the arcs 

and the vocabulary of syntactic representation 

illustrated in 11, the diagrams also contain• 

curved lines on the horizontal axis to represent 

the levels or strata better. An example of a 

stratal diagram representing both the active and 

passive versions of the English sentence in 12 

would be as follows: 

17 
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That is, at both the strata or levels, ’read’ is 

the P; however, at stratum 1, book is in ’direct 

object of’ (i.e.f 2) relation to P and Ratan is 

in ’Subject of (i.e., 1) relation to P. At 

stratum 2, ’book’ is in 1-relation to P and 

’Ratan’ is only in a general dependency (X or 

Chomeur) relation to P. Empirical research on 

various languages provides evidence for postulat¬ 

ing possible RNs. For instance, in the works of 

Perlmutter and Postal, it has been argued that to 

account for the properties of the universal pas¬ 

sive, sub-networks of the form 14 must be allowed 

in the theory: 

14. b 

That is, the elements a and c bear the grammatical 

relation 1 and 2 at Ci level in b, whereas c bears 

the grammatical relation 1 at the next (i.e., 

Ci + 1) level of representation. The sub-network 

captures the fact of object promotion in Passive. 

To take another example, a sub-network of the 

following form must be allowed in the theory to 

account for the Dative Subject construction in 

South Asian and several other languages; 

18 
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That is, in b, a bears the relation 3 (dative, 

which is typically associated with IOs) at the 

stratum Ci + 1, whereas it bears the relation 1 

at tne Ci stratum. In other words, the dative 

subjects are marked with the dative affix or pre- 

or post-position and behave as a dative nominal 

in some respects, but in other respects they 

bheave like a nominal bearing the S-relation to 

the P (see Kachru, Kachru and Bhatia 1976, Verma 

1976, Sridhar 1976 and Pandharipande 1981 for 

descriptions of the behaviour of dative subjects 

in various South Asian languages). 

As research on various languages verifies 

the existence of various constructions and as 

these constructions are characterized in terms 

of sub-networks, more knowledge is gained about 

the set of RNs that must be characterized as 

possible RNs» The grammar of an individual 

language must state which RNs characterized by 

the theory are found in that language and what 

language-particular constraints (syntactic, seman¬ 

tic, or pragmatic) are associated with specific 

constructions„ Thus, Relational Grammar makes 

it possible to separate the universal syntactic 

nature of a particular construction from the 

language-specific syntactic, semantic or pragmatic 

factors to bring out the cross-linguistic simil¬ 

arity of syntactic construction. Note that this 
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is parallel to phonological phenomena such as re¬ 

duplication or vowel harmony, which can he recog¬ 

nized as such cross "“linguistically f irrespective 

of the uses to which they may be put in any langu 

age. Syntactic constructions such as Passive and 

Dative Subject may be the same in several langu¬ 

ages, but they may be used in very different 

semantic or pragmatic contexts by various langu¬ 

ages . 

In addition to a set of RNs, the grammar 

contains a set of relation-changing rules and 

sets of Laws and Principles. All these are uni¬ 

versal and hence represent falsifiable claims 

about language. The nature of the model makes it 

necessary to have a component which would handle 

linearization facts, some of which may have cross 

linguistic validity,, Johnson (1974a) basically 
o 

suggests the following organization of grammar : 
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5»2o The Accessibility Hierarchy that has been 

incorporated in Relational Grammar was originally 

stated as follows (Keenan and Comrie 1977): 

17. Accessibility to Relative Clause Forma¬ 

tion: If, by means of RCF, a language 

can relativize an NP holding position 

X on the Accessibility Hierarch (AH), 

then it can relativize NPs holding 

positions higher than X on the AH: 

S > DO > 10 > 00 > Possessor-N?>» Object 

of comparative particle. 

The Relational Hierarchy proposed in Relational 

Grammar is as follows: 

17a. S < DO < 10 < 00 (Johnson 1977) 

or 

1>* 2 3 Nonterm relations 

(PerImutter 1980) 

That is, S or 1 has 'precedence over8 or 'out¬ 

ranks* DO or 2, and so on. 

5.3- The Laws, Principles and Constraints have 

been proposed tc restrict the power of relation¬ 

changing rules and substantially reduce the num¬ 

ber of possible language types. To take one 

example, there are three types of relation chang¬ 

ing rules: Promotions, Deletions and Clause 

Unions. Promotions fall into three classes: 

Insertions, Ascensions and Advancements. Inser¬ 

tions involve the insertion of a 'dummy* element 

or the replacement of a given NP (a term) by a 
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dummy (which bears the same grammatical relation 

in the clause)* A good example of an insertion 

rule is the there-insertion in English* Ascen¬ 

sions involve the replacement of some NP, the 

fHost’, which is a term of a given clause, by 

another NP which is a part of the Host. A good 

example of Ascension is Subject-to-Object-Raising 

in Hindi whereby the subject of the complement 

clause is raised to become the direct object of 

the main clause. Two principles are proposed to 

make sure that Ascension rules do not result in 

two NPs bearing the same grammatical relation at 

the same level of representation in a clause, 

thereby, violating the Stratal Uniqueness Law 

(SUL) which states that no more than one element 

can bear a specific grammatical relation to a 

specific predicate at a given level. The two 

principles are the Unique Dependency Principle 

and the Relational Annihilation Principle. The 

first one states that when an NP assumes a gram¬ 

matical relation, it ceases to bear any other 

grammatical relation. The second states that 

when an NP, NPi, assumes the grammatical relation 

borne by another NP, NPj, where NPi and NPj are 

not identical, NPj ceases to bear the grammatical 

relation and becomes a Chomeur (see, however, 

Gary and Keenan 1977 for a discussion of cases 

which violate these Lav/s, and an attempt to 
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further articulate the theory to accommodate 

these cases by proposing the followingt (i) a 

language is not obliged to opt for all of the 

grammatical relations on the RHf {ii) it may be 

necessary to specify which grammatical relations 

it uses and what the number of permissible NPs of 

any given relation are in an arbitrary sentence, 

and (iii) it should be specified whether certain 

sub-classes of a given relation are accessible to 

certain grammatical rules). 

To take another example, the Nuclear Chaining 

Constraint (NCC) states that if a language L can 

advance NPs holding grammatical relation A to C, 

then, for any permissible candidate relation such 

that B>A, L can also advance NPs holding B to C* 

The Target Uniqueness Principle (TUP) states that 

no language can have two Advancement Rules that 

have the same candidate relation but different 

target relations* Together the NCC and TUP make 

a number of predictions* For instance, it is pre¬ 

dicted from the fact that Japanese has 10 —S 

that it does not have 00 —-$> D'O, since that would 

violate TUP* To take a different example, Bahasa 

Indonesia has 10 •“-> DO. By the TUP, it is pre¬ 

dicted that it does not have 10 -~>S, and hence, 

from NCC, that it does not have 00 -—S for any 

00. NCC and TUP make the general prediction that 

there are only eight possible language types which 
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create nuclear terms (i.e., S and DO)10: 

18. Language Types 

00, 10, DO ->S 

10, DO ->S 

DO ->S 

00, 10 ->DQ 

10 ->D0 

10 -> DO, DO ~>S 

00, 10 ->D0, DO ->S 

None 

Example 

Malagasy, Kalagan, 

Cehuano 

Japanese 

(Hindi) 

? 

(English) 

English 

Indonesian, Shona 

other Lav/s and. Constraints proposed so far are. 

the following; 

19a. The Reranking Law: A rule that alters the 

status of an NP with respect to termhood 

must increase the rank of that NP. (Defi¬ 

nition of Rank: within a structure Q, a 

constituent A outranks a constituent B if 

A unilaterally 'commands' B, or if A and B 

command' each other and A is higher in 

the RH than B. Elements not in Q have 
zero rank in Q). 

b. The Advancement~to~Subj ect chaining con¬ 

straint (ASC): It a language L can advance 

NP holding position B on the RH to Subject- 

hood, then for any position A, if A<^B, 

than L can also advance NPs holding A to 
Subjecthood. 

c• The Double Chaining Constraing (DCC): Both 

conrrollers and victims of clause internal 

Reflexivization rules and Coreferential 

Deletion rules conform to the RH, i.e., 

they range over a continuous segment of 
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the RH. (That is, there are no languages 

such that the rules would affect S and 

10 but not DO, or S, DO and 00, but not 

10, and so on). 

d. The Agreement Law: only terms can trigger 

agreement. 

e. The Reflexivization Law: only terms can 

trigger Reflexivization. 

f. The Coreferential Deletion Law: Only terms 

can trigger coreferential deletions. 

g. The Clausemate Controller Constraint: If 

A controls B in a Clausemate Reflexivi- 

zation rule, then A<^B. 

h. The Continuous Segment Principle: No rule 

R can apply to a non/continuous segment 

of the RH. (That is, if a rule applies 

to S and 10, then the rule must also 

apply to DO since DO^IO)^. 

i. The 1-Advancement Exclusiveness Law: A 

given Clause can have at most one 

advancement to 1. 

j. The Final 1 Law: Every basic clause must 

have a 1 arc in the final stratum. (That* 

is, every basic clause must have a 

subject). 

k. The Nuclear Dummy Law: Dummies cannot head 

arcs with R-signs other than flf or '2'. 

l. The Relational Succession Law: An ascendee 

assumes the grammatical relation of the 

host out of which it ascends. (That is, 

an NP of the subject complement can 

assume the subject relation in the main 

clause through subject-to-subject Raising, 

and the subject of the DO-complement can 

assume the DO relation in the higher 

clause by Subject-to-Object Raising). 

m. The Host Limitation Law:. Only hosts bearing 
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a term relation can serve as hosts of 

ascensions. (That is, there are no 

ascension rules that raise elements 

to non- term posit ions in a cl ause)1 ^ . 

In addition to the above , the theoretical 

assumption is made that there are, among others, 

two relation-changing rule schemata; 

20a, Subject-Creation Schema: 

GR. (NP , V ) ~~>S (NP , V } 
1 ra n id n 

b. DO-creation Schema: 

GR. (NP , Vn) —> DO (NP , Vn) 
j m' m 

('Where GR. and GR. are variables over 
i j 

S, D0S 10, 00, and NP and Vn refer 
m 

to arbitrary NPs and Vs, respectively) 

(J ohnson 19 7 7) 

Particular languages can * construct * Subject and 

DO-creating rules from these sen ma by specifying 

values for the variables GR.. and GRjg applying 

various relational principles and filling in the 

language-specific details such as case-marking, 

etc. 

To take a concrete example, in Kannada,*there 

are active and passive sentence pairs as in 21-22; 

21. raamanu goopaalannu nooDidanu 

Ram+Nom. Gopal + acc. saw 

Ram saw Gopal, 

22. raamninda goopaaIanu nooDa1paTTanu 
Ram + instr Gopal+Nom, was seen 
Gopal was seen by Ram. 
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To account for the passive in Kannada, the Univer¬ 

sal Subjret Creation Schema proposed in 20 has to 

be supplemented by the following language-specific 

, ’ 13 
schema : 

23, Kannada Subject Creation 

a. Gr. (NP , V ) -->S (NP , V ) 
i m n m n 

where = V |yfNP + volj 

*NP indicates a transitive verb 

b. Language-specific Parameters: 

i. LB = DO 

ii. Verb morphology: V + paDu 

iii. Chomeur morphology: Chomeur + inst. 

c. Language-specific rules which will 

specify the exponents of the mor¬ 

phology . 

Johnson (1974a) suggests the following prin¬ 

ciples for linearization: 

24a. All linearization occurs with respect to 

the governor. 

b. X-rated elements can be linearized in any 

order with respect to each other. 

c. The correct order £"for English : Y Kjf 

is S-V-D0(X*) where (X*) indicates zero 

or more X-rated elements which are ran¬ 

domly sequenced with respect to each 

other. 

(See, Pandbaripande fin this volume) for a criti¬ 

cism of tnis principle.) 

5.6. Before concluding this section, it may be 
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useful to look at an example of the description 

of complex sentences in terms of Relational 

Grammar. The network of grammatical relationship 

of an object complete may be represented as 

follows: 

The women believed John to have killed the 

farmer. 

The above diagram represents the syntactic orga¬ 

nization of the sentence given below it. Perl- 

mutter (1977) suggests using the relation * con¬ 

junct of* to represent conjoined structures: 

26. c 

conj • /Gi conj\ Ci 

a t> 

where both a and b are basic clause nodes and c 

is consequently a conjoined structure node. 

6-0, Semantics and Phonology in Relational Grammar 

The above discussion makes it clear that not 

much work has been done on questions of semantic 

representations, phonological representations, or 

lexical insertions in Relational Grammar. Almost 
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all of the work is concentrated upon syntax, and 

within syntax, on the nature of grammatical rela¬ 

tions and their role in the formulation of gramma¬ 

tical rules. Nevertheless, Relational Grammar at 

this stage presents a model for describing a level 

of organization of a sentence which is relevant 

to both its meaning and its grammatical structure. 

It provides a way of stating grammatical rules in 

universal terms and classifying them in terms of 

relation—changing and non-relation-changing rules, 

etc . Also, it articulates the notion of rule 

ordering, especially cyclicity. It does not, 

however, present as yet a model of grammar in the 

sense m which Extended Standard Theory, for 

example, is a model of grammar. 

7®CL The Nature and Range of Empirical Research Based 
on Relational Grammar 

Since this is discussed in detail in Pan- 

dharipande (in this volume), I shall not discuss 

the current state of research in detail here. It 

is, however, worth mentioning that the theory of 

Relational Grammar has been formulated on the 

basis of data from a large number of languages of 

diverse language families. In addition, Rela¬ 

tional grammarians such as Postal, Perlmutter, 

Johnson and others have taken typological studies 

on syntactic phenomena into account while formu¬ 

lating their hypotheses. Also,a great deal of 
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recent typological research has been affected by 

the theoretical assumptions of Relational Grammar* 

This becomes obvious if one looks at works such, 

as Perlmutter and Postal (1974), Johnson (1974a* 

1974b* 1977)t Perlmutter (1979* 1982), Johnson 

and Postal (in Press)* Cole and Sadock (1977), 

Plank (1379)* Verraa (1976)* Pandharipande (1979a* 

1981)* and Kachru and Pandharipande (1978* 1980). 

8»G. Relational Grammar and South Asian Languages 

A great deal of recent syntactic and typo¬ 

logical research on South Asian languages has 

been inspired by the theory of Relational Grammar* 

as is evident from the works by Kachru* Pandhari¬ 

pande, Sridhar and others listed in the Refer¬ 

ences. The topics that have been worked out in 

some detail are Passive, Causative* Ergative, 

Impersonal Passive, Dative Subject, Relative 

Clause, Participial Construction, the notions.of 

subject and transitivity, etc. This research has 

revealed interesting cross-linguistic similari¬ 

ties as well as differences between South Asian 

languages and has suggested further areas of 

research. In this section, instead of reviewing 

this research in detail, I will concentrate on 

two points. One relates to the relevance of the 

theory for research on South Asian languages and 

the other to the relevance of South Asian langu¬ 

ages for the sharpening of the theory of 
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Relational Grammar. 

Relational Grammar makes it possible to sepa¬ 

rate the syntactic facts which are language-inde- 

pendent from semantic and pragmatic facts on the 

one hand, and from language-specific features of 

syntactic organization (such as word-order, 

agreement, morphology, etc.) on the other hand. 

The standard Transformational Grammar fails to do 

so in as clear a fashion. As such, Relational 

Grammar provides a framework for analysis which 

is useful for both description of an individual 

language and typological comparison of a number 

of languages. Furthermore, the recent research 

in terms of Extended Standard Theory (or Trace 

Theory) has tended to be primarily directed 

toward falsification or elaboration of the theory. 

While this is a valid scientific activity, in the 

case of South Asian languages, what is needed 

most is a good description of the facts first. 

Preoccupation with theoretical claims tends to 

give only a partial picture of the facts. For 

instance, Bhat (1979) discusses Kannada with 

respect to reordering rules, but fails to provide 

even basic information with regard to which nomi¬ 

nal arguments can assume the role of derived 

subject in a passive sentence. It is not clear 

whether the lower bound is DO or 10 for passiviza- 

tion. Relational Grammar provides a more revealing 
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framework if one is interested in questions re¬ 

lated to the following: the scope of particular 

grammatical rules in individual languages; the 

controllers, governors and victims of particular 

rules; and the language-specific semantic, prag¬ 

matic and syntactic factors that affect particular 

rules. For instance, in a language such as Hindi, 

both transitive and intransitive verbs undergo 

passivization whereas in Marathi and Kannada, only 

transitive verbs undergo the rule (Pandharipande 

1981). To take another example, dative subjects 

in Hindi control Coreferential Subject Deletion 

(CSD) but do not undergo the rule, as is evident 

from 27-28: 

27. usko dekh kar mujhe apnaa bhaaii yaad aayaa 

him see CP me self's brother memory came 

Seeing him, I remembered my brother. 

28. *bhaaii yaad aakar vah udaas ho gayaa 

brother memory come CP he sad become went 

Thinking of his brother, he became sad. 

The sentence in 27, where the dative subject con¬ 

trols the deletion of the nominative subject of 

the Conjunctive Participle (CP), is grammatical. 

Sentence 28, where the dative subject of the CP 

is deleted under identity with the matrix nomina¬ 

tive subject, is ungrammatical as is the follow¬ 

ing where the dative subject of the CP is deleted 

under identity with the matrix dative subject: 
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29. *bhaaii yaad aakar usko ronaa aayaa 

brother memory come CP him crying came 

Thinking of his brothers he felt like crying. 

In contrast, in Kannada, dative subjects control 

as well as undergo CSD (Sridhar 1976c) . Pandhari- 

pande (1981) discusses other differences between 

Kindi, Panjabi, Nepali, Marathi, Kashmiri and 

Kannada. 

As regards the relevance of research on South 

Asian Languages for the theory, the following 

facts raise interesting questions. 

The claim that grammatical relations are 

primitives suggests that there are well-defined 

criteria that characterize a grammatical relation. 

That is, grammatical relations are for syntax what 

Distinctive Features (DFs) are for phonology. Note 

that a language-independent characterization of 

DFs is more or less well-established. It is, how¬ 

ever not clear as to what a language-independent 

characterization of grammatical relations would 

be. Gary and Keenan (1977) suggest an elabora¬ 

tion of the theory to take care of facts of 

Kinyarwanda, which lacks the relation 10 but, 

instead, allows two DOs in a clause. It is not 

clear what kind of elaboration can be suggested 

to take care of cases of the following nature. 

The nominative and the dative subject and the 

passive agent all control reflexivization in Hindi. 
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The derived passive subject also controls ref lex." ~ 

vization in Hindi. The nominative and dative 

subjects and the passive agent control CSD; the 

derived Passive Subject does not. Only the nomi¬ 

native subject can undergo CSD. This raises the 

question are grammatical relations such as 

'Subject of1 to be variously specified for various 

syntactic constructions within an individual 

language? Across languages? Note that while 

Gary and Keenan (1977) suggest devices to take 

care of gaps in the RH, the questions raised by 

data from South Asian languages are different in 

nature. Several other questions can be raised 

with regard to the Laws and Principles proposed 

in the works of Johnson, Perlmutter and others. 

For instance, the facts from Hindi as discussed 

in Pandharipande and Kachru (1977) violate the 

Agreement Law. In Hindi, the V agrees with the 

noun that is not followed by a postposition re¬ 

gardless of its status as a term. Of course, if 

both S and DO are unmarked, S has primacy over DO. 

The claims of other laws may be tested against 

data from South Asian languages in similar fashion. 

Also, the rule classification suggested in Johnson 

(1974a) leads to an interesting area of research 

with regard to the properties of rules in South 

Asian languages. 
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NOTES 

1. This introduction to Relational Grammar grew out of a 

presentation at the workshop on Relational Grammar 

organized by Rajashwari Pandharipande and me on the 

occasion of the Third International Conference on 

South Asian Languages and Linguistics held in Mysore, 

January 12-16, 1982. Dr. K. Rangan was the local 

coordinator of the Workshop. Dr. D. P. Pattanayak, 

Director, Central Institute of Indian Languages very 

kindly provided the facilities of the CIIL for the 

workshop. A short-term research grant from the AIIS 

made it possible to research several aspects of this 

s tudy. 

2. The importance of the feature 'volitional' has been men¬ 

tioned in several studies on Hindi-Urdu, e.g., see, 

Hasan (1971), Kachru (1973), Pandharipande (1981). 

3. Hindi passives with agents have a capabilitative meaning; 

agentless passives of transitive verbs, however, have 

the expected passive meaning. The two meanings are 

represented in the English equivalents in the follow¬ 

ing examples. For a detailed discussion of the Seman 

tics of Passive in Hindi, see, Pandharipande (1981), 

4. Gary and Keenan, on the basis of evidence from Kriyar- 

wanda, which allows two DOs in a sentence at the 

same level of representation, suggest a non-unique¬ 

ness hypothesis which claims that a language may pre¬ 

sent more than one NP in a given grammatical relation 

Therefore, in addition to the RH, the theory should 

allow a grammar of a language to specify which gram¬ 

matical relations it uses and what the valence of a 

grammatical relation is in the language. It is worth 

investigating if this has any implication for the 

passive in Hindi where the ex-subject retains some of 

the subject properties and the ex-DO acquires other 

Subject properties. 

5. The model of Relational Grammar presented here is based 

on Johnson (1974a, 1974b, 1977) and Perlmutter (1980) 

I have not utilized Johnson and Postal (1980) since 

APG is claimed to develop a new conceptual framework, 
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95To of which is new and different from RG (p.4). 

6. Note the difference between the vocabulary suggested by 

Johnson (1977) and Perlmutter (1980). Johnson sug¬ 

gests S, DO, 10, etc., whereas Perlmutter suggests 

1, 2, 3, etc. 

7. The diagrams in 11, 13, 14 and 15 are from Perlmutter 

(1980). A dependency diagram from Johnson (1974a) is 

as follows: 

la. 

raajuu 

'Raju' 

DO 

t 
kitaab 

’book' 

b. 

mohan 

’Mohan’ 

SOC 

'think' 

raajuu 

'Raju' 

la. raajuu kitaab paRhegaa 

Raju will read the book. 

b. mohan ne socaa ki raajuu kitaab paRhegaa 

Mohan thought that Raju will read the book. 

book' 

Notice that the governor is the apex of the RN and 

the terms are arranged under the governor. la and b. 

make no claims about word order. 
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8. The RNs, being universal in nature5 are presumably part 

of the semantic representation in 16. See, Newmeyer 

(1976) for a suggested revision of this schema. 

9. Although the use of vs in the two theoretical 

papers is confusing, they are equivalent in what 

they signal. Both signal that the item on the left 

of the sign outranks the item on the right of the 

sign. 

10. The entries in 18 are from Johnson (1977). I have only 

added English to the appropriate slots. In 10 DO, 

English is in parenthesis since not all 10s are pro- 

motable to DO in English. 

11. All the above are from Johnson (1977). 

12. All the above are from Ferlmutter (1980). 

13. I am, of course, assuming that 10 —JVS is not possible 

in Kannada. See, Sridhar (1976a and 1979) and 

Pandharipande (1981) for a detailed discussion of 

Kannada passive. 

14. Johnson (1974a) suggests that only grammatical rules 

which alter the termhood status of NPs are cyclic 

and proposes the following classification of rules. 

a. Non-Relation Changing Rules; Reflexivization, etc. 

Relation Changing Rules: Passive, etc. 

Relation Changing rules may further be classified 

in detail as follows: 

b. Relation Changing Rules 

Relation Creat¬ 

ing 

Non-Relation 

Creating 

Usur¬ 

pation 

Muta¬ 

tion 

Abdi¬ 

cation 

Elimi¬ 

nation 

1 2 3 4 5 

I Clause Internal 

II Cross-Clausal: 

A. Adjacent: 

Yes No Yes Yes 

1. Raising Yes Yes No Impos¬ 

sible 

2„ Lowering No No Yes -do- 
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1 2 3 4 5 

3. Others Impos¬ Impos- Impos¬ Yes 

(non-move¬ 

ment ) 

sible s ible sible 

B. Variable Yes Nc No Yes 

Usurpation - An element usurps the grammatical 

relation of another element. 

Mutation = A new grammatical relation comes 

into existence spontaneously with¬ 

out being usurped from some other 

element. This involves destruc¬ 

tion of some grammatical relation. 

Abdication - An element gives up it gramma¬ 

tical relation. 

Elimination = A grammatical relation is des¬ 

troyed by virtue of the dele¬ 

tion of some elements. 

Note that Usurpation and Mutation are both relation 

creating and thereby relation changing, Abdication 

and Elimination are neither relation-creating nor 

relation-changing. Examples of these rules are as 

follows: Passive is both a Usurpation and an Abdica¬ 

tion rule (the DO usurps the S-relation, the S abdi¬ 

cates its grammatical relation in English, Kannada 

and several other languages); Predicate Raising, or 

Causativization, is a good exmple of a Mutation rule 

where, as a result of causativization, the valency 

of the non-causal verb is increased by one (e.g., an 

intransitive verb has only one argument, an S; its 

causative counterpart has two arguments, an S and a 

DO); Aatipassive in Dyirbal and other languages is a 

good example of an Abdication rule and Equi-NP-Dele- 

tion is a good example of an Elimination rule. 

.15. For a detailed discussion of verb agreement in Hindi, 

see, Kachru (1980, Section 4.39). 
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THE IMPACT OF RELATIONAL GRAMMAR ON 
EMPIRICAL STUDIES 

Rajeshwari Pandharipande 

INTRODUCTION 

1.0. Alms of this Study 

The theory of Relational Grammar (RG here¬ 

after) has had an enormous effect on empirical 

studies in linguistics in the last decade. There 

are two major reasons for the rapid growth of 

interest in RG. First of all, it is intuitively 

attractive since it is clearly more in consonance 

with the insights of traditional grammar than the 

ordinary transformational model. Second, within 

the theory of RG cross-linguistic generalizations 

can be stated in a straightforward fashion by 

by-passing structural configurations which vary 

from language to language. Since the focus of 

this paper is on the impact of RG on empirical 

studies, I will not discuss the basic theoretical 

assumptions of RG (unless required to clarify a 

point in discussion). The major contribution of 

RG to the metatheory of language is that with RG 

the metatheory of language moved from formal to 
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substantive universals. (For theoretical assump¬ 

tions of RG refer to Kachru, this volume). 

RG has also been used as a methodological 

tool to discover the organization of grammar of a 

particular language* An enormous body of data 

has been examined including languages from almost 

every part of the world. This empirical research 

has revealed (a) a number of new dimensions of the 

theory of RG, (b) a necessity for its revision and 

finally (c) a number of inadequacies of the model. 

The following discussion is divided into 

three parts. In Part-I (2.0-8.1), I discuss the 

empirical research done on the nature and function 

of grammatical relations. In this context, I pre¬ 

sent work done on the Passive and Causative con¬ 

structions. In Purt-II (9.0), I discuss the re¬ 

search which extends the use of the RG model to 

areas such as word-order, language-typology, and 

rule government. In Part-Ill (10.0-12.0), the 

inadequacies of RG are discussed and its useful¬ 

ness for empirical research on South Asian langu¬ 

ages is examined. 

RESEARCH BASED ON RG 

2.0. Major Questions Discussed in Empirical Research 

Two major areas of interest are observed in 

studies on grammatical relations s (a) the ques¬ 

tion of the nature of grammatical relations and 
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(b) the role of the grammatical relations in the 

formulation of syntactic rules and in the organi¬ 

zation of grammars. The empirical research done 

on the definition of grammatical relations moti¬ 

vated linguists to take one of the following three 

positions: 

(a) Grammatical relations are primitives of 

the linguistic structure of language. These 

notions are distinct from discourse notions such 

as "topic" and "focus" and distinct from semantic 

notions such as "agent", "experiencer", etc. 

Although there may be certain correlations such 

as agents tend to be subjects and subjects tend to 

be topics, there are subjects which are not agents 

or topics. This position is held primarily by 

Johnson (1974), (1977), and Postal and Perlmutter 

(1974). Languages which support this claim are 

mostly European languages, English, French, and 

German. 

(b) Grammatical relations are not "primi¬ 

tives" but are definable in terms of discourse, 

semantic, or other leaning1 properties, or a 

combination of them. The major proponents of 

this theory are Keenan (1974, 1975, 1976), Keenan 

and Comrie (1973, 1977) , and Chung (1976) . Keenan 

investigates data from a large number of languages 

and points out that subject-properties are not 

identical across languages but there is a need 
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to give a universal characterization for the 

notions of subject, object, etc. since these are 

the key factors in determining the form and 

function of syntactic rules in languages. Keenan 

(1976:323) comes up with a list of syntactic/ 

semantic properties of subject and claims "by 

using subject-properties list one can identify 

basic subjects in any language". Consider the 

following subject properties list: 

1. Subject Properties: (Keenan, E., 1976.) 

(a) Independent existence 

(b) Indispensibility 

(c) Autonomous reference 

(d) Controls verb agreement 

(e) Presupposed reference 

(f) Highly referencial NPs 

(g) Natural targets of "advancement" 

(h) Left -most constituent 

(i) Unmarked 

(j) Agent/Topic 

(k) Immediately dominated by S-node 

(l) Controls Raising, Quantifier floating 

Notice that the list includes (I) coding proper¬ 

ties of an NP, such as the control of verb agree¬ 

ment, (Id), morphological marking (li) and word 

order (lh); (II) behavioral properties such as 

syntactic behavior (Ig), (Ik), and (11); (III) se 

mantic properties such as as agent (lj); (IV) pra 

gmatic properties such as topic (lj) and presup¬ 

posed reference (le), etc. According to Keenan, 
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languages choose a subset of subject-properties 

from this list. 

(c) The third position taken by a number of 

linguists on the definition of grammatical rela¬ 

tional notions is that grammatical relations are 

not 'primitive’ but are definable in terms of 

formal grammatical properties like word order, 

the control of agreement, case-marking, the syn¬ 

tactic behavior of an NP or, in structural terms, 

e.g., the definitions proposed by Chomsky (1965). 

Among the empirical studies done on the definition 

of subject, the most prominent ones are the collec¬ 

tion of papers in (a) Li and Thompson (1976) and 

(b) Verma (1976) . Also, Pandharipande (1981) pre¬ 

sents a detailed discussion on the subject-proper¬ 

ties in six South Asian languages, i.e., Hindi, 

Marathi, Nepali, Kannada, Kashmiri and Punjabi. 

These studies point out the following major 

aspects of the notion 'subject': 

(a) Linguistic properties which define a 

subject NP vary from language to language 

(Pandharipande 1981), (b) relational categories 

are not discrete e cities. There is a hierarchy 

of subjecthood on waich some subjects are more 

subject-like than others. Consider the subject- 

hood hierarchy lists presented in Keenan (1976) 

and Kachru et. al. (1976) respectively. 
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The Promotion to Subject Hierarchy (Keenan 1976) 

A B C 

Coding Behaviour and Con¬ Semantic 

Properties trol Properties Properties 

position^ case deletion, movement, Agency, auto¬ 

marking > verb case changing pro¬ nomous exis¬ 

agreement perties, control tence, selec- 

of cross-reference tional res¬ 

properties, etc. trictions , 

etc, 

3. Hierarchy of Subjects in Hindi-Urdu 

(Kachru et. al. 1976)^ 

SI , ST <> SDAT < SOBL < SP 

While Keenan (1976) {example 2) presents a 

generalized hierarchy of subjecthood properties, 

Kachru et, al. (1976) presents a subjecthood 

hierarchy for Hindi, Kashmiri, and Punjabi., 

Pandharipande (1981) presents a detailed discus¬ 

sion on the hierarchy of subjecthood properties 

for several South Asian languages. 

(c) A striking feature of South Asian langu¬ 

ages is that they include the notion of "dative 

subjects", where the subject rs an experiencer 

rather than an agent. For example in Hindi; 

4. mujhe aj bahut khusi hui 

to me today a lot happiness happened 

(dative) 

I am very happy today. (Literally} Today 
there occurred a lot of happiness to me.) 
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5. Marathi: 

mala aj acanak te gana athavla 

to me today suddenly that song remembered 

Today, I suddenly remembered that song. 

(Literally, to me that song was suddenly 

remembered). 

Notice that in (4) and (5) the dative subject 'I' 

is an experiencer. In a majority of Indian langu¬ 

ages, dative subjects occur with psychological 

predicates such as 'to feel', 'to be unhappy', 

'to be angry', etc. In my work (Pandharipande 

1981) on five Indo-Aryan languages (i.e., Hindi, 

Marathi, Nepali, Kashmiri, and Punjabi) I point 

out that dative subject is lowest on the subject- 

hood hierarchy. In contrast to this, Sridhar 

(1976) points out that in Dravidian languages 

such as Kannada, they are much more subject-lixe 

as compared to the dative-subjects in Indo-Aryan 

languages. More investigation of other Indo- 

Aryan/Dravidian languages is necessary to deter¬ 

mine similar/dissimilar characteristics of dative 

subjects in Indo-Aryan and Dravidian languages. 

3.0. University of Grammatical Relations 

An important claim of RG according to Johnson 

(1974) and Postal and Perlmutter (1974) is that a 

set of grammatical relations is universal from 

which a language chooses a subset. Keenan (1976) 

proposes that a set of properties of grammatical 
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relations (e.g„, subject, etc.) is universal from 

which each language chooses a subset for a parti¬ 

cular grammatical relation in that language (e.g., 

oubject in Hindi, etc.). However, empirical re¬ 

search does not completely support this hypothesis 

For example, it is found that grammatical rela- 

tional notions are not always applicable to a 

language, such as Tagalog (Li and Thompson (1976)) 

Gair (1976) claims that colloquial Singhala is 

also similar to Tagalog in that the relational 

notions are not applicable to the grammar of 

Singhala. Thompson (1976) argues that in a large 

class of languages it is not the notion of "sub¬ 

ject" but of "topic" which is relevant for a 

grammatical description. In South Asian languages 

such as Hindi, Marathi, Nepali, Kannada, Kashmiri, 

and Punjabi, the categories of "topic” and "sub¬ 

ject" generally merge. 

Recent empirical research on South Asian 

languages (i.e., Kachru et. al. 1976, and 

Pandharipande 1981) questions the "basicness" of 

grammatical relational categories. In my work on 

typology of passive sentences in Hindi, Marathi, 

Nepali, Kannada, Kashmiri, and Punjabi, I argue 

that grammatical relations are of "squishy" 

nature. In a passive sentence in the above- 

languages , the ex—subject loses and the ex—object 
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gains some of the properties of the basic subject. 

Thus the properties of the basic subject, are 

spread out over different NPs* Kachru etc al. 

(1976) points out (recall example (3)) that on 

the subjecthood hierarchy in Hindi the subjects 

of transitive and intransitive verbs are at the 

top and the derived subject: of a passive sentence 

is at the lowest point. In general, it is claimed, 

in the above two studies that NPs are not subjects 

or non-subjects but rathert some NPs are more 

subject-like than others. In my earlier work 

(Pandharipande 1981) I argue that the indiscrete¬ 

ness of grammatical categories questions their 

universality, since the notions "more/less" 

subject-like have to be defined in language parti¬ 

cular fashion. The major advantage of RG over TG 

(Transformational Generative Grammar) as Johnson 

(1974) claims is that in TG notions such as 

"Subj act% etc * are "derivative” (i.e„, subject 

is an NP directly dominated by an S-noda) depend¬ 

ing upon language particular structural configura¬ 

tions whereas in RG they are "primary"„ Therefore, 

cross-linguistic and/or universal generalizations 

are captured in a straightforward fashion within 

the framework of RG. However, if the properties 

of subject, etc. vary from language to language 

and if the grammatical relations are not discrete, 

then isn?t RG open to the same criticism as TG? 
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3.1- Outcome of Empirical Research on the Definition 
of Grammatical Relations 

In this section I will briefly discuss the 

outcome of research on the definition of gramma¬ 

tical relations * 

(a) These studies (i.e., Kachru et. ah 

(1976), Keenan (1976), Pandharipande (1981) 

clearly point out the difference between basic 

and derived subjects, and present certain genera¬ 

lizations, i.e., derived subjects are never more 

subject-like than basic subjects in any language. 

(b) These empirical studies bring to light 

another interesting generalization, i.e., some 

properties of basic subjects are harder to trans¬ 

fer to underlying non-subjects than others. For 

example, in my work on Passive (Pandharipande 

1981) I point out that a derived subject/ex-object 

in a passive sentence in Hindi and Marathi con¬ 

trols reflexivization but fails to undergo dele¬ 

tion or conjunction reduction. In general, in 

Indo-Aryan languages "control" properties as 

opposed to "deletion-properties" are easier to 

be transferred from the basic to derived subjects. 

Keenan (1976) proposes a subjecthood hierarchy 

(recall example (2)) in which it is claimed 

(Keenan 1976:324) "If certain transformations 

were actually defined as subject-creating ones 

(i.e.. Passive) then each such transformation 
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could simply be marked according to how far down 

the ordering of subject properties it could extend 

in assigning subject-properties to another NP". 

Notice that this hierarchy (recall example 

(2)) assumes that some operations are more sub- 

jectivizing than others. (Category B is higher 

than C, and A is higher than B). The claim made 

by the hierarchy is that if an NP in a derived 

sentence is assigned any of the three categories 

of subject properties then it is assigned all the 

higher categories. And within the category of 

coding properties if an NP acquires a verb agree¬ 

ment characteristic of subject then it must 

acquire case marking and if it acquires case 

marking then it must acquire the position of 

subject, etc. Within the hierarchy, then a 

derived subject may have coding and behavioral 

properties but not semantic properties of the 

basic subject. 

In my work (Pandharipande (1981)) it is 

shown that in Hindi, Marathi, Nepali, Kashmiri, 

and Punjabi we find a mixture of properties at 

all three levels, i„e,, the derived subject (ex¬ 

object) may have an autonomous existence? it con¬ 

trols some deletion processes and may control 

verb agreement, but may not acquire the position 

of subject, (i.e., sentence-initial in a sen¬ 

tence) . However, this mixture is not predictable 
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by this hierarchy (more discussion in Section 6.0). 

It would be interesting to investigate more Indian 

languages to see if they behave similar to the 

above languages. 

The answer to the question, i.e., whether or 

not we will come up with a hierarchy as in 2.0. 

for South Asian languages depends on an analysis 

of a cross-section of Indian languages. 

4«0. The Role of Grammatical Relatioins in Syntactic 
Rules and the Organization of Grammar 

It has been claimed in Johnson and Postal 

(1974, 1977), Comrie (1976), Keenan (1974, 1975, 

1976) that grammatical relations play a central 

role in the organization of grammar, specifically 

in the formulation of syntactic rules. In what 

follows I will focus on the following points: 

(a) a general format proposed in RG for the orga¬ 

nization of grammar and syntactic rules; (b) two 

specific rules, i.e., Passivization and Causativi- 

zation and (c) the advantages/shortcomings of RG 

in the organization of grammar. 

5.0. Format of a Grammar 

With RG a grammar has two types of rules: 

(a) rules which do not alter grammatical rela¬ 

tions, such as Pronominalization, case assignment, 

and verb agreement, and (b) those that do alter 
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grammatical relations, such as Passive, Dative 

movement, and subject to object Raising. 

Within the category of Relation-changing 

rules there are three types, promotions, deletions, 

and clause unions. Promotions fall into three 

classifications : insertions, ascensions, and 

advancements. Insertions involve the insertion 

of a "dummy" NP or the replacement of a given NP 

of a clause bearing a grammatical relation to the 

verb of that clause with a dummy NP: for example, 

the rules of It-extraposition in sentences such 

as "It is obvious that you are happy today" and 

there-insertion, e.g„, "There are many linguists 

in this room today". An example of ascensions is 

the rule of Quantifier floating in English (e.g., 

"All of the boys are playing in the yard" --- "The 

boys are all playing in the yardand one of Sub- 

ject to object raising is: "John believed the news 

to be true". Advancements are cases where a given NP 

which holds a grammatical relation GR.. to V_. assumes 

another relations GR. to V., where GR.< GR. on the 
3 3 3 i 

relational hierarchy S < DO < 10 <00, etc. Well-known 

examples of advancements (Passive and the so-called 

dative movement) show the advancement of the DO to S 

and 10 to DO. Passive in RG then is defined as 

follows: 

6. DO —> S. 
i 

S. -> X 
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The DO is promoted to subject-position and as a 

result, the basic or ex-subject is X-rated or 

ceases to be a term or loses its grammatical re¬ 

lation. A typical example of the rule of clause 

union is the causative construction where a causa¬ 

tive sentence is derived by collapsing two clauses 

into one by changing the grammatical relation of 

the subject of the inner clause into the DO of the 

higher clause. Comrie (1976) claims that the 

derivation of a causative sentence is as follows: 

A causative sentence such as "John caused Mary to 

give the book to Fred" has the underlying struc¬ 

ture represented in (7). 

7. Clause Union: (Comrie 1976) 

S 

Matrix CAUSE 

sentence 

Emoedded V Embedded Embedded 

John cause Ma 

Subject DO 

i ' 1 ry give boon give book 

10 

Fred 

In the surface structure the causative element 

(symbolized CAUSE) and the embedded verb are 

fused together in a derived structure so that 

there is no longer any sentence-embedding. 
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Another group of rules a language has is of 

assigning order to elements of a sentence on the 

basis of grammatical relations. E.g., English 

might require something like subject + verb + 

Direct object + indirect object + chomeurs. 

6.0. Passive 

Passive received a great deal of attention 

from linguists working within the framework of RG 

mainly because (a) Passive exists in a large num¬ 

ber of language, (b) Passive involves crucial re¬ 

ference to grammatical relations, and (c) Passive 

interacts with other syntactic rules such as 

Raising, Causativization, etc. 

The definition of promotional Passive (re¬ 

call (6)) has been proposed by Johnson (1974, 

1977) and it assumes the following: 

(a) The ex-object acquires all the properties 

of the basic subject, (b) The ex-subject loses all 

the properties of the basic subjects, and (c) Sub¬ 

ject-demotion is a consequence of object promotion. 

A large number of languages such as English, 

French, German and Malagasy support this hypo¬ 

thesis. However, Keenan (1975) in his work on 

some universals of Passive in RG points out that 

languages such as Russian, Latin, and Turkish 

seem to question the above hypothesis, i.e., in 

these languages, as a result of passive, the 
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ex subject loses its subject properties; however, 

the ex-object does not acquire the properties of 

the basic subject. Therefore, in Keenan's formu¬ 

lation of Passive, demotion of the ex-subject is 

a primary function of Passive while the promotion 

of the ex-object is determined by an independent 

constraint which he calls subject-present condi¬ 

tion (Keenan 1975). For each language L, there 

is a specific extent to which L requires that 

main clauses have independent NP subjects. This 

extent will be called the subject number of L. 

If L has a high subject number (and most do), 

then the gap created by Passive demotion of the 

ex-subject will be filled in by some NP. But, if 

L has a relatively low subject number, then 

Passive sentences may lack surface subjects. 

Russian, Latin, and Turkish have a relatively 

low subject number, hence, there is no promotion 

of the ex-ocject in Passive in these languages. 

Within the above framework, I analysed 

(Pandharipande 1981) Passive in six South Asian 

languages, Marathi, Hindi, Nepali, Kannada, 

Kashmiri, and Punjabi. First, I identified the 

properties (coding and behavioral) of the basic- 

subject in these languages, then compared the 

properties of the ex-subjects and ex-objects with 

the properties of the respective basic-subjects. 
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(For data, refer to Pan^haripande (1981). I will 

not present the data here but rather, present the 

results of my work in the form of tables. 

9. Passive m Selected SA languages (Pandharipande 

1981) 

Key: + = y s, undergoes or control 

- = no, does not undergo or control 

+ = undergoes r controls in certain 

contexts 

Basic Ex- Ex¬ 

Hindi subject abject object 

1. Reflexivization + + 

2. Conjunction Reduc¬ 

tion 

(a) undergoes + 

(b) controls + + — 

3. Equi-NP deletion 

(a. undergoes r - - 

(b) controls + 4- + 

4. Raising + “ + 

5. Participle I — 1 
6. Participle 11 + - + 

7. Participle III + - — 

8. Nominalization + — + 

Pattern II 

Marathi 

1. Reflexivization + + + 

2. Conjunction Reduc¬ 

tion 

(a) undergoes + __ 

(b) controls + — — 

3. Equi-NP deletion 

(a) undergoes + - - 

(b) controls + + — 

4. Raising + — + 
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Basic Ex¬ Ex- 

5. Participializa- 

subject subject ob jeC' 

tion I 

6. Participializa- 
+ - + 

tion II 

Pattern III 

Punjabi and Kashmiri 

+ 

1. Reflexivization 

2. Conjunction Reduc- 
tion 

+ + + 

(a) undergoes + _ _ 

(b) controls 

3. Equi-NP deletion 
+ - - 

(a) undergoes + _ 

(b) controls + + + 
4. Raising 

5. Participializa- 

+ - 

tion I 

6. Participializa- 
+ - - 

tion II 

Pattern IV 

Nepali 

+ 

1. Reflexivization 

2. Conjunction Reduc¬ 
tion 

+ + + 

(a) undergoes + _ 

(b) controls 

3. Equi-NP deletion 
+ + - 

(a) undergoes + — 

(b) controls + + + 
4. Raising 

5. Participializa- 
+ - + 

tion I 

6. Participializa- 
+ - + 

tion II + 
7. Nominalization + _ 
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9.5. , Pattern V 

Basic Ex- Ex- 
Kannada subject subject object 

1. Reflexivization + + + 

2. Coreferential 

subject deletion 

(a) undergoes + -f 

(b) controls + + 
3. Raising 4* + 
4. Equi-NP deletion + + 
5. Ko1la-cons truetion + - 

Based on the information in the above charts we 

can map the number of syntactic properties lost/ 

retained by the ex-subject in the languages under 

discussion 

10a. Basic subj ect Ex-subject 

Properties lost retained 

I . Hindi 10 7 3 
II . Marathi 8 5 3 

III . Nepali 9 6 3 
IV . Kannada 6 5 1 

V . Kashmiri 8 5 3 
VI . Punjabi 8 5 3 

10b. More demoted 

1. Kannada 83% 
2. Hindi 70% 

3. Nepali 

4. Kashmiri 

66% 

Punjabi 

Marathi 62% 

Less demoted 

10c. Basic No. of properties 

subject gained by the ex-object 

1 Hindi 10 4 
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Bas ic 

subject 

2. Marathi 8 

3. Nepali 9 

4. Kannada 6 

3. Kashmiri 8 

6. Punjabi 8 

3 

5 
5 
2 
2 

The hierarchy of the ex-objects representing 

the degree of promotion can be represented as 

follows: 

10d. More promoted 

1. Kannada 83% 
2. Nepali 55% 
3. Marathi 37% 
4. Hindi 33% 
5. Kashmiri 

Punjabi 25% 

Less promoted 

Five major patterns are observed in the 

above data. (An explanation of the tables is in 

order.) The syntactic rules mentioned on the left 

refer to basic-subjects in the respective langu¬ 

ages (as is clear from the column). The basic- 

subject properties are compared to those with an 

ex-subject (second column) and an ex-object (third 

column). Based on the information in the above 

tables, we can map the number of properties lost/ 

retained by the ex-subjects in the six languages 

under focus. In section 10a. the number of proper¬ 

ties include the coding properties as well. Section 
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10b. shows relative demotion of the ex-subject in 

Passive sentences in these languages. Notice that 

Kannada is at the top of the hierarchy while Kash¬ 

miri, Punjabi and Marathi, are the lowest on the 

hierarchy. Tables 10-a-lOd show that Passive 

sentences in the languages under focus provide 

evidence for both subject demotion and object 

promotion, since the ex-subject loses some pro¬ 

perties of the basic subject while the ex-object 

gains some properties of the basic subject. 

Neither object promotion nor subject demotion 

is complete in the above languages since the ex¬ 

subject does not lose all the basic subject pro¬ 

perties, neither does the ex-object gain all the 

properties of the basic subject. 

6.1. Questions and Problems 

The discussion above points out the *squishy* 

nature of grammatical relations in Passive sen¬ 

tences. Th$ ex-subject is not X-rated. Neither 

does the ex-object acquire all the properties of 

the basic subject. The question arises then: 

How should we determine the primacy of the 5 demo¬ 

tional 1 versus promotional* conditions? Should 

our judgment be based on the number of properties 

gained by the ex-object? According to this cri¬ 

terion, subject demotion has to be considered to 

be the primary condition in Hindi, Marathi, Nepali, 

Kashmiri, and Punjabi. In Kannada, however, the 
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number of property s 3ost by the ex-subject is the 

same as the number of properties gained by the 

ex-object. Therefore, Passive in Kannada can be 

labelled as 1 d.emotional3 or 1 promotional1. Kannada 

and MaratbJ differ from the other languages under 

focus in another respect: while Hindi, Nepali, 

Punjabi, and Kashmiri allow passivization of both 

transitive and intransitive verbs, Kannada and 

Marathi allow passivization of only transitive 

verbs. Since Passive demotes a subject of an 

intransitive verb even though there is no object 

to be promoted, should we then claim chat in 

Kannada and Marathi 5promotion3 is more prominent 

than 'demotion', while in Hindi, Nepali, Kashmiri, 

and Punjabi, 3demotion* is more 3 prominent* than 

3 promotion 3? The problem with the * demotional3 

hypothesis is that it is difficult to explain why 

it is not complete. Why does the ex-subject re¬ 

tain some of the basic subject properties? 

South Asian languages support Keenan?s pro¬ 

posal, namely, that in languages which have a low 

subject number, object promotion is not complete. 

Consider example (11). South Asian languages 

have many basic sentence types which lack an overt 

subject. 

II. (i)(H) aj bahut £hand ht 

Today it is very cold. 

(ii) apke kitne bacce ht 

How many children do you have? 
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In these sentences where English requires the 

presence of a subject, i.e., 'it1 in the first 

sentence and 'you' in the second one, Hindi typi¬ 

cally lacks one. Therefore, object promotion is 

not expected. However, it is not clear why the 

ex-object gains some properties of the basic 

subject. 

It is not clear why ex-objects do not acquire 

only those properties that are lost by ex-subjects 

For example, notice patterns I-III (9.1-9.3). Both 

the ex-subject and the ex-object control Reflexivi 

zation while conjunction reduction applies only 

to the ex-subject in Hindi, Marathi, Nepali, Kash¬ 

miri, and Punjabi. Keenan (1975) proposes that 

the properties which are harder to lose are the 

ones harder to acquire. However, our analysis 

shows that the properties that are lost by ex¬ 

subjects are not always acquired by ex-objects 

(refer to 9.3). In Kashmiri and Punjabi, both 

ex-subjects and ex-objects fail to undergo Raising 

The above discussion creates problems for 

defining subject in a language in an independent 

fashion since the properties vary from language 

to language. The hierarchy of subjecthood pre¬ 

sented here is based on the number of properties 

of the NPs. It is not clear at this point whether 

the type (coding, syntactic, semantic) of property 
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also plays a role in enabling an NP to be promoted 

or demoted. 

The indiscreteness of grammatical relations 

creates another problem, i.e., at what level of 

the subjecthood hierarchy does an NP have to be 

for a particular syntactic process to apply? Do 

syntactic rules refer directly to the properties? 

Do particular syntactic processes require an NP 

to have a particular number or type of subject- 

hood properties? Is it possible to imagine a 

syntactic rule which applies to an NP having two 

subject properties even when it lacks all other 

properties of basic subjects in that language? 

6.2. Advantages of the Study 

Although this typological study of Passive 

raises a number of questions for empirical and 

theoretical research, its major advantages are 

as follows: 

(a) It points out the interrelatedness of 

syntactic rules/properties, etc., i.e., rules such 

as Conjunction Reduction and Equi-NP-Deletion 

in the SA languages under focus fail to apply to 

the ex-subject in Passive sentences for the rea¬ 

son that the ex-subject is demoted in Passive 

sentences in these languages. 

(b) It points out the similarities and 

differences between language families, i.e.. 
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'Indo-Aryan and Dravidian (e.g*, object-promotion 

is prominent in Dravidian languages while it is 

not in the Indo-Aryan languages) * It also points 

out that Marathi, which shares a border with 

Indo-Aryan and Dravidian languages, has acquired 

some features of the Dravidian languages, i., e» f 

similar to Kannada, Marathi does not allow passi- 

vization of intransitive verbs* 

(c) This study supports Emeneau5 s (1956) and 

Masica's (1976) hypothesis about India as a 

linguistic area* It points out Pan-Indian fea¬ 

tures of Passive such as the followings there is 

no word order change in a Passive sentence; verb- 

agreement is governed by general rules of the 

language; an NP followed by a postposition or a 

case marker does not control verb-agreement in 

these languages; and dative subjects fail to 

undergo Passive in these languages, 

7.0. Causative Construction 

After Comrie1s work (1976) on causative, 

there have been a large number of studies done 

on causatives where the following major points 

are discussed: 

(a)Doubling on syntactic positions such as 

subject, direct object, and indirect object is 

forbidden. For example, aftax' clause union, the 

subject of the embedded clause becomes a DO in 
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the matrix sentence only if a DO is not already 

present in the matrix sentence. If there is one 

already in the matrix sentence then it becomes an 

10 and so on. For example, consider the follow¬ 

ing examples from Hindi. 

12. bacca soya 

subject 

child slept 

The child slept. 

Causative: 

12a. m£ ne bacce ko sulaya 

I +Ag child-obj sleep + caus + past 

I put the child to sleep. 

Notice that in (12a) the basic subject becomes a 

DO (direct object). 

13. m£ ne usko citthi dikhai 

I Ag he-dat. letter showed 

I showed him the letter. 

Causative: > _ 

13a. m? ne us se mina ko citthi dikhwai 

he-inst. Meena dat letter showed 

I had him show the letter to Meena. 

The embedded subject *he* in (13) becomes instru¬ 

mental in (13a) since both DO .and 10 (indirect 

object) positions are already filled in. 

(b) When the embedded subject is demoted 

down the hierarchy, it is demoted stepwise, i.e., 

always to the next higher position on the hie¬ 

rarchy that has not been already filled. 

(c) Where the constraint on doubling requires 
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that some constituent be removed, it is always 

the embedded subject that is so removed either by 

being omitted or by being demoted down the hie¬ 

rarchy . 

Kachru1s work (1973, 1976) on Hindi causa¬ 

tives shows that Hindi causative sentence struc¬ 

ture supports Comrie * s hypothesis of clause union 

and that "accidental" causation is not expressed 

by a causative verb in Hindi. Givdn (1976) while 

discussing Bantu causativization points out that 

one of the more stable features of lexical causa¬ 

tivization is that the control or deliberate 

action is ceded to the subject of the (cause). In 

general, it is pointed out (Kachru 1973, Pandhari- 

pande 1979a, Saksena 1980) that the semantic role 

(agent/affected agent/experiencer, etc.) and 

direct versus indirect involvement, of the 

causer/causee involved determine the mor¬ 

phological marking on the NP in a causative con¬ 

struction. My work on postpositions in Passive/ 

Causative sentences in Hindi, Marathi, Nepali 

shows that the morphological marking se ’by1, 

dwara 'through' (Hindi), kadun 'by', dwara 

'through1 (Marathi), and bata 'by', dwara 

'through' (Nepali) determine whether or not the 

causee in the embedded clause is directly involved 
/V 

in carrying out the act expressed by the verb. 
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Causative sentences (Hindi) 

14. us ne madhuse kam karwaya 

He made Madhu do the work. 

15. madhu ne khud kam kiya / *nahi kiya 

Madhu himself did the work. 1 

16. us ne madhu ke dwara kam karwaya 

He made Madhu do the work. 

17. madhu ne khud kam kiya 

Madhu himself did it. 

17a. madhu ne khud kam nahi kiya 

Madhu himself did not do the work (i.e., he 

got someone else to do it). 

It is implied in (14) that the causee himself 

performed the act expressed by the verb. (Consi¬ 

der (14) and (15)). However, in (16) it is not 

necessary to assume that the causee performed the 

act. Thus, either (17) or (17a) is a possible 

reading of (16). 

It is also pointed out that the role of the 

ex-subject in a Passive sentence in the above 

languages is indicated by the same postpositions 

as in causative sentences. (For further discussion, 

refer to Pandharipande (1980)). 

Among the studies which present counter 

evidence to Comrie's hypothesis is one by Cole 

and Sridhar (1976) where it is claimed that 

Hebrew and Kannada falsify Comrie's claims, i.e., 

Hebrew allows doubling on the DO position and in 

Kannada, the subject of the embedded clause is 

demoted to the 10 position even though the DO 
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position is empty, 

8-0. Relational Constraints on Grammar 

RG claims that there are universal constraints 

on the application of syntactic rules. One of the 

major works which had an enormous impact on empi¬ 

rical studies was the noun phrase accessibility 

hierarchy presented by Keenana and Comrie (1977). 

Since this is already discussed in detail (Kachru, 

this volume), I will discuss only its implica¬ 

tions . 

Johnson (1977) proposes relational constraints 

which are in agreement with the hierarchy proposed 

by Keenan and Comrie. These constraints are as 

follows: 

I8a. The primacy constraint: Subjects have pri¬ 

macy over objects and no rule works more 

freely for objects than for subjects. 

This explains why rules such as Reflexi- 

vization, Participialization, Conjuction 

reduction are controlled by or apply to 

subjects in Hindi, Marathi, Nepali, 

Kannada, Kashmiri, Punjabi, but are not 

controlled by or apply to objects. 

18b. The advancement-to-subject chaining con¬ 

straint: If a language L can advance NPs 

holding position B on the Relational 

Hierarchy to subjecthood, then, for any 

position A, if A«£B, then, L can also 

advance NPs holding A to subjecthood, 

i.e., in languages such as Malagasy, 00 

can be promoted to subjecthood. In such 

languages both 10 and DO are promoted to S. 
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I8c. Nuclear chaining constraint: If a langu¬ 

age L can advance NPs holding grammati¬ 

cal relation A to C, for any permissible 

candidate relation B such as Bt?,A, L can 

also advance NPs holding B to C. 

The above hierarchy and the constraints pre¬ 

dict eight possible language types which create 

nuclear terms (i . e., grammatical relations such 

as subject, object). 

19. Language Type Example 

(a) 00, 10, DO ->S 

(b) 10, DO ->S 

(c) DO ->S 

(d) 00, 10 ->D0 

(e) 10 ~>D0 

(f) 10 ->D0 , DO ~>S 

(g) 00, DO ->D0, DO ->S 

(h) none 

Malagasy, Kalagan, 

Cebuno 

Japanese 

Hindi 
? 

? 

? 

Indonesian, Shona 
none 

The table in 19 predicts that there is no 

language where there is a rule 10 -> S unless it 

also has a rule DO If a language such as 

Hindi, Marathi, Kannada, Nepali, Kashmiri, or 

Punjabi does not allow Equi-NP to apply to DO 

then it is predictable that it will not allow 

Equi-NP to apply to 10, 00, etc. In general the 

constraints restrict the form and application of 

syntactic rules. 

8.1. Problems 

The major problem of the above mentioned 

hierarchy is that it assumes that notions subject. 
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etc,^ are clearly definable in languages. If 

there exists a language where subject properties 

are spread over several NPs, it is difficult to 

apply the above hierarchy. 

Certain processes such as verb agreement in 

Hindi (Kachru 1966* 1980; Pandharipande 1978, 

1979b) as well as in Achenese (Lawler 1977) are 

governed by morphological rules and therefore 

whether an NP controls agreement or not does not 

depend on subjecthood/non-subjecthood but rather 

on the morphology of an NP. It is not clear how 

RG would handle it. 

ELABORATION OF RG 

9.0. Extension of RG Theory 

A number of empirical studies have pointed 

out the relevance of RG for an area not directly 

discussed in the framework of RG. One such work 

is Pullum (1976), which shows that the relational 

hierarchy can serve in the sphere of word-order 

universals. Pullum argues that "The NP consti¬ 

tuents of a clause are linearized in their GR 

hierarchy order* from left to right” (1976:272). 

According to Pullum* this explains why word orders 

such as SVO* SOV, and VSO are natural and normally 

occur as dominant orders as opposed to VOS, OSV, 

OVS. This hypothesis has direct implications for 

the study of word-order change. 
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Another important area where the RG frame¬ 

work is found most useful is in the area of langu- 

age typology * The following types of typologies 

are noticed in empirical studies. 

1. Ergative/Accusative 

2. Subject/Topic 

Major work on Ergativity is done by Dixon (1977, 

1980), Anderson (1977), Comrie (1978, 1979), and 

Kachru and Pandharipande (1978), Pandharipande and 

Kachru (1977), On Subject/topic typology the most 

important work is by Li and Thompson (197 6) . 

The above studies bring to light not just the 

differences/similarities in language types but, 

more importantly, point out that these are not 

binary distinctions» Rather, these typologies 

point to two ends of the same pole, Li and 

Thompson’s paper (1976) points out how languages 

drift from topic-orientation to subject-orienta¬ 

tion. This point of view opens a new avenue of 

research, namely, why and how languages change 

from one type to another. In .the context of SA 

languages, Klaiman (1978) and Eock (1980) dis¬ 

cuss the question of the development of ergati¬ 

vity in modern Indo-Aryan languages. In addition, 

the discussion in Cole et>al„ (1977) on accessi¬ 

bility hierarchy and island constraints demon¬ 

strates that the extension of the hierarchy can 

be put to use in explaining island constraints. 
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It is pointed out that syntactic islands - 

configurations such as coordinate structures and 

complex NPs which b3.ock the application of some 

syntactic processes such as Relativization, Ques¬ 

tion formation, and Topicalization (i.e., proces¬ 

ses s which in effect make an NP the most prominent 

element in the clause) can be defined in terms of 

the Accessibility Hierarchy. According to the 

accessibility approach, islands are islands 

because they are very low on the Accessibility 
6 

Hierarchy . This hypothesis points out that the 

failure of. certain NPs to undergo certain gramma¬ 

tical processes is systematic and regular and 

that syntactic islands are predictable on the 

basis of the Accessibility Hierarchy. 

EVALUATION OF RG 

iO.CL Criticisms of RG 

The major criticism of RG has been that it 

does not refer to semantics. We have to answer 

two questions in this context: Why is it necessary 

to incoroprate semantics in the model of RG? And 

if it is necessary to do so, how is it to be done? 

The answer to the first question is that the 

definition of a universal grammatical relation 

refers to the semantic properties of the gramma¬ 

tical relations which are similar across langu¬ 

ages, i.e., agent, patient, etc. It has already 
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been pointed out that the syntax of causative con¬ 

structions cannot be adequately understood with¬ 

out any reference to semantic properties of the 

causee and causer. In general, it is found that 

semantic properties which correspond to the syn¬ 

tactic properties are also universal and that 

semantic properties play an important role in 

determining the syntax and morphology of a langu¬ 

age. To incorporate semantics in the RG model is 

to acknowledge that the syntactic similarities 

across languages are "deeper" than a taxonomy of 

rule types would suggest. 

Another reason which necessitates the in¬ 

corporation of semantics into RG is the phenomenon 

of rule government. Rule government provides 

another point of comparison among languages. More¬ 

over, the factors of rule government, in addition 

to grammatical relations, have an important role 

in the linguistic intuition that certain rules 

are related or identical. For example, within 

the framework of RG, we assume that Passive is the 

same rule in English and in Hindi if in both it 

is formulated as DO -~>S. On the other hand, if 

we should find some regular correspondence between 

the two governing classes (say, in terms of the 

semantic properties of the class of verbs which 

govern the rule in the respective languages) then 

we can assume that the similarity between the two 
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rules is more than merely typological.. For 

example, if the two classes are nearly identical, 

or one is a non-trival subset of the other, then 

we can assume that perhaps these two rules are 

identical. 

My work on rule government (Pandharipande 

1977, 1981) of Passive in Hindi, Marathi, Nepali, 

Kannada, Kashmiri, Punjabi shows that the class 

of verbs which governs the application of Passive 

in the above languages is similar, i.e., verbs 

expressing a volitional act. The investigation 

of the data shows that verbs expressing a non- 

volitional act typically fail to undergo Passive 

in these languages. For example, verbs such as 

girna 5 to fall5, phisalna 5 to slip8, khus hona 9 to 

be happy1 and dative subject verbs such as lagna 

1 to feel5, dard hona 5 to have pain5, express a 

non-volitional act and thereby fail to undergo 

Passive in Hindi, The semantic equivalents of the 

above verbs in Marathi, Nepali, Kannada, Kashmiri, 

and Punjabi also fail to undergo Passive. This 

observation leads us to some important generaliza¬ 

tions such as: (a) passive is the same rule across 

the above languages; (b) the exceptions to Passive 

are predictable, i.e., a verb expressing a non- 

volitional act would fail to undergo Passive in 

these languages; and (c) verbs which fail to 

undergo Passive in the above languages would also 
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fail to participate in constructions which re¬ 

quire a verb to express a volitional act, i.e., 

constructions such as imperative, try-to, (5I 

tried to kill Bill*), etc. In general, inter- 

relatedness of syntactic constructions will be 

clearly observed. Notice that if it is observed 

that the governing class of a rule is the same 

across languages then we can assume that a parti¬ 

cular rule abides by a universal constraint, i.e., 

it applies to a particular semantic class. This 

hypothesis is in consonance with Chomsky1s innate¬ 

ness hypothesis of language, i.e., there are 

universals which are expressed in non-trival 

cross-linguistic similarities. 

In order to include the feature (^volitional) 

on the verb it is clear that RG would have to 

include a semantic component. 

The second question is, how should this com- t 

ponent be incorporated? Newmeyer (1976) proposes 
7 

a model of semiautonomous syntax . According to 

Newmeyer (1976:5-6-515) "syntactic regularities 

can be characterized largely v/ithout reference 

to meaning". In addition to the syntax-semantic 

interface in the deep structure and possibly at 

the surface level, the syntactic rules themselves 

may utilize semantic information in a limited 

way. The model of RG proposed by Newmeyer looks 
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like the following: 

I Semantic Representation f 

Rules of word formation and 

rules which relate semantic 

cases to GRS 

| Deep or Middle Structure ! 

j 

Cyclic rules senstive to GRS 

| Shallow Structure I Linearization annlips 

j Post cyclic rules sensitive to 
linear order 

| Surface Structure 

Notice that in this approach, grammatical rela¬ 

tions are defined in terms of semantic cases which 

he claims are universal. Rhodes (1977) argues for 

the universality of cases such as agent (controller 

of the act) patient (undergoes the act), benefac- 

tive (experiencer) and claims that semantic rela¬ 

tionships between predicates and arguments can be 

best explained in terms of Fillmore's case grammar. 

Are the cases in fact universal as claimed in the 

above works? This is an open question at present. 

H.O. Relevance of RG for SA Language Studies 

RG provides an excellent methodological tool 

to develop a typology of SA languages by investi¬ 

gating similarities and differences among langu¬ 

ages spoken on the Indian subcontinent. It has 

been claimed (Emeneau 1956, Masica 1976) that over 
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the centuries the SA languages have developed certain 

common linguistic features which label India as a 

"linguistic area". A typological analysis would 

prove extremely useful to test this hypothesis. 

The typology would (a) provide insights into the 

interrelatedness of grammatical constructions 

across languages, (b) define linguistic conver¬ 

gence across different language families, (c) help 

us understand the question raised by Verma in 

(1979): Why do SA languages have the typology 

they have? And finally, (d) help us understand 

the interaction of semantics, morphology, and 

syntax across SA languages. 

RG is also relevant for discovering language 

change in the history of Modern Indian languages 

in order to answer questions related to: 

(a) Split ergativity in Indo-Aryan 
languages 

(b) Word-order in Kashmiri 
(c) -Me marking in Hindi 
(d) The emergence of morphological 

versus periphrastic causatives, 
etc. 

12.0. Conclusion 

In the discussion so far a number of ques¬ 

tions were discussed related to RG. There are 

still other questions which need to be answered 

(a) Is it possible to totally dispense with 

syntactic notions such as precedence and dominance 
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(in Question inversion, etc.) and to deal with all 

aspects of grammar in terms of relations between 

elements? This obviously involves a larger set of 

relations. 

(b) Can we bundle up linearization rules 

into one? Is it possible to imagine that lineari¬ 

zation rules can affect grammatical relations? 

Singh (1982) points out that the linearization 

rules in Maithili do in fact affect grammatical 

relations. 

(c) Is there a universal hierarchy of proper¬ 

ties which are transferable from one NP to another? 

Why is it the case in SA languages that 'control* 

properties are more easily transferable than pro¬ 

perties which involve deletion of an NP? 

(d) Recent work on Ergativity (Pandharipande 

and Kachru (1976), Kachru and Pandharipande (1977)), 

word order in Kashmiri (Kachru, B. (1973)) -ne 

marking in Hindi (Bhatia (1982) , Kachru (1982) , 

Pandharipande (1982)), and causatives (Kachru 

(1976), Pandharipande (1980), Saksena (1980) has 

shown that grammatical relations play an important 

role in deciding the nature and function of the 

constructions in South Asian languages. A diachronic 

study of the development of morphological, syntac¬ 

tic-, and semantic properties of grammatical rela¬ 

tions is needed for a better understanding of the 

grammatical structure of South Asian languages. 
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NOTES 

1. Grammatical relations: 

In RG a fixed set of primitive grammatical relations 

is posited. Johnson (1977:153) defines GR (Gram¬ 

matical relations) as follows: 

GR = subject of (S), direct object of (DO), 

indirect object of (10), S, DO, and 10 are 

labelled as ’pure* grammatical relations. 

It is assumed in RG that GRs such as 'subject of', 

'direct object of', etc. play a central role in 

the syntax of natural languages. The above are 

labelled as 'pure' because they do not have inde¬ 

pendent semantic content (Johnson 1977:153). 

2. The PSH (Promotion to Subject Hierarchy) assumes that the 

properties of the basic and derived subjects are not 

always identical. Derived subjects are never more 

subject-like than the basic subjects. The arrows 

indicate that the category to the right of the arrow 

is lower than the category to its left. The claim 

made by the PSH is: "if an NP in a derived sentence 

is assigned any of the three categories of subject 

properties then it is assigned all the higher cate¬ 

gories" (Keenan 1976:324). 

3. In this hierarchy the sign A indicates that the cate¬ 

gory left of the arrow is either equal to or higher 

than the category to its right. 

4. The terms ex-subject and ex-object are used to indicate 

the grammatical relations (S, DO, etc.) held by the 

NPs in the basic/non-passive sentences before the 

derivation of passive sentences. Thus "ex-subject" 

indicates that the NP used to be the subject of the 

basic sentence. 
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5. A control property of an NP is the property to control a 

particular grammatical process. For example, in a 

sentence such as 'John shaved himself’, "John” is the 

subject NP which controls the process of reflexiviza- 

tion which transforms the second occurrence of "John" 

into 'himself". A deletion property of an NP is the 

property to undergo deletion as a result of a syntac¬ 

tic process. For example, consider the following 
sentences: 

(a) John did the work and then John went home. 

(b) After doing the work John went home. 

If (b) is derived from (a), then we assume that the 

first occurrence of John is deleted in (b). 

The property of the subject NP to undergo deletion, 

such as above, is referred to as a "deletion" pro¬ 
perty of an NP. 

6. Keenan and Comrie (1972) surveyed the relative clause 

formation strategies in over forty languages and 

found that the following cross-linguistic genera¬ 
lization holds: 

If a language can relativize an NP holding posi¬ 

tion X on the Accessibility Hierarchy (AH) then 

it can relativize NPs holding positions higher 

than X on the AH. They formulated AH as follows: 

S DO ^ 10 ^ 00 > possessor-NP, 

object of comparative particle. 

Keenan and Comrie also claim that the AH holds for 

other ’focussing' operations such as WH-Question 
formation and Clefting. 

Johnson (1977) points out that the AH provides 

impressive empirical support for the universality 

of the ranking: 

S<D0<I0<00 (<= higher than) 

Johnson (1977:158) further claims "such remarkable 

cross-linguistic consistency in the ranking of NPs 

with respect to different grammatical phenomena 
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helps to motivate and provide meaning for the 

theoretical terms S, DO, and 10 in RG, since 

these primitive syntactic terms gain their 

significance not by direct interpretation but 

rather by virtue of their participation in a 

complex system of principles which govern the 

behavior of NPs that bear these relations”. 

Cole et. al. (1976) extend this hierarchy to the 

complex NPs and to coordinate structures and point 

out that their inaccessibility to the syntactic 

operation (relativization, etc.) is predictable 

on the basis of the RG which places them on a 

relatively lower position of the RH (Relational 

Hierarchy) than S, DO, 10, etc. 

7. Newmeyer (1976:506-515) presents the following definitions 

of autonomous, non-autonomous and semiautonomous 

syntax, respectively. 

(a) Autonomous Syntax - Syntactic regularities may be 

characterized completely without reference to 

meaning. The only syntax-semantics interface is 

at a smaller number of well-defined levels (e.g., 

deep structure, surface structure, cycle-final 

structures, etc.). Syntactic rules apply to 

P-narkers whose nodes are syntactic categories 

and whose terminal elements are lexical items. 

(b) Non-Autonomous Syntax - Deeper than shallow 

structure (the level defined by the completion 

of the application of the cyclic rules);there 

is no essential distinction between syntactic 

regularities and semantic regularities and 

hence no syntax-semantics interface. Pre¬ 

shallow structure rules apply to P-markers 

whose nodes correspond roughly to the terms 

of symbolic logic and whose terminal elements 

are bundles of semantic primitives. 

(c) Semi-Autonomous Syntax - Syntactic regularities 

can be characterized largely without reference 

to meaning,, In addition to the syntax-semantics 

interface at deep structure (and possibly surface 
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structure) level, the syntactic rules them¬ 

selves may utilize semantic information in 

a limited way (e.g., they may include global 

reference to corresponding nodes in semantic 

representation, etc.). Syntactic rules 

apply to P-markers whose nodes are syntactic 

categories and whose terminal elements are 
lexical items. 
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OF LINE, SITE, FACT, WEIGHT AND RELATION 

Udaya Narayana Singh 

1. In this brief paper1, I wish to point out 

that in order to use the insights of Relational 

Grammar (henceforth, RG) framework more efficiently 

in dealing with language-particular problems, it 

is necessary to revise RG in such a way that it 

assigns proper place to the concepts such as line, 

site, weight and fact* I would show that some 

status-changing rules which also move grammatical 

terms (Subject or Direct Object; henceforth, SU 

ana DO, respectively) to 'sites' other than their 

own in terms of linearity affect the degree of 

'factivity1 in the same way as some well-known 

linearization rules such as Extraposition would 

do. I would also point out that the concept of 

’weight* plays an important role in deciding 

whether application of particular rules on certain 

sentence structures would give grammatical sen¬ 

tences „ 

There could be no doubt that RG can success¬ 

fully handle a number of syntactic problems and it 
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was proposed because in existing frameworks these 

could not be analysed satisfactorily. But RG8s 

insistence on taking only 'grammatical relations' 

as basic, and categorical and other notions as 

derived or secondary creates problems for language 

descriptivists trying to use it as an efficient 

tool. Also, I would question the wisdom of keep¬ 

ing the model of RG (cf. Johnson, 1974; Singh, 

1979b) compartmentalized. By 'compartmentaliza- 

tion1, I mean the following assumptions: 

(i) that there will be three networks: 

Underlying Relational Network (URN), 

Derived Relational Network (DRN) and 

Superficial Relational Network (SRN), 

(ii) that Relation-Changing Rules would 

operate between URN and DRN, 

(iii) that Linearization and other Non- 

Relation-Changing Rules would 

operate between DRN and SRN, and 

(iv) that the arrows between syntactic and 

semantic components would be bi¬ 
directional . 

2. In this and the following sections, I would 

give evidences in favour of my arguments from 
... 2 

Maithiii , an eastern MIA language spoken in 

North Bihar and South Nepal. In Maithiii, embedded 

sentences in complement and relative structure can 

be optionally moved to different positions and 

directions. In terms of traditional TG configura¬ 

tion, the optional structures can be shown in the 
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following way for a subject NP embedded structure: 

la. £TnP_7 ZCompl + S JJ (Adv P) Vb 
NP Rel pr NP 

1 2 3 4 5 

c. 1, 4, 5, _2j_3 

d. 2^_3, 1, 4, 5 

Consider the following examples that show the 

structures as in 1 above: 

2a. o murut Q £ je ahaa sOn painc nene rahath1 *7 
-2 s2 

that man Rel.pr you from loan taken remained 

(etae) aaela chalaaha 

here came was 

!The man who had borrowed money from you had 
come here 1. 

b. o murut (etae) aaael3 rahath1 £7je ahaa11 sOn 

n * 
pai c nene rahath J 

S2 

o ZTje ahaa11 sOn painc nene rahath1 7 o murut 
b2 s2 
(etae) aael chalaah 

The kind of movement seen in 2b and 2c is 

commonly available even in the complement struc¬ 

tures as the following examples show: 

3a. ii ta spaST-e ach1 £Tje ham hunkaa lakhE 

2 
this PART clear-EMPH is that I to-him for 

cor thikianh1 7 —'9 Q 
2 

thief be-agr 

"It is obvious that I am a thief in his eyes’. 
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b. , r*je ham hunk a a lakhE cor thikianh^J^ 

^2 ham je ^2 

ii ta spaSt-e aoh* 

'That I am a thief in his eyes is obvioiis' . 

The structural similarities between 2bc and 

Sab cannot be missed. (The ungrammaticality of 

##je + Sp is negligible.). But there is more than 

that. While 2c and 3b do not permit assertion of 

the contents in the embedded sentence, the effect 

of a rightward (or, eastward) movement in 2b and 

3a is that of *de-factivization'. From this and 

a number of other instances that I have come by, 

I would claim that increase or decrease in facti¬ 

vity has to do with the 'site1 of the configura- 
3 

tion a sentence or^ any other element is moved to . 

Thus, I would assume the following hypothesis to 

be true for Maithili (cf. Singh, 1979b): 

4a. 'The eastern site5 of an embedding sentence 

is more prone to 'de-factivization* than 

any other part of it; 

b. 'The western site1 of an embedding sentence 

increases the degree of pre-supposition 

associated with the contents of the embedded 

sentential element. 

This can be made clearer with examples of, 

say, RC structures where the embedded S origi¬ 

nates in the Object NP position. In the follow¬ 

ing sentences, 5c makes the content of more 

factive than it is even in 5a, and it is surely 

more than that in 5b: 
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c , i .. „n t- . . n n . n 
3a. ham oil mu rot Kt 0 je anaa sO pai c nene 

rahath^y khuub chop^lianh1 

much beatipast+agr 

'I gave that man who had borrowed money from 

you a good beating'. 

b. ham oh1 murut kEn khuub dhop^ianh3 L c n e ahaa11 

S2 

sOn painc nene rahath^J^ 

2 
z . . n n .n , _ i . , , i 

c. „ / je ahaa sO pai c nene rahath /o ham oh 

^2 °2 

murut kE.n khuub dhopaiianh'L 

3o The hypothesis in 4 above can be further 

tested if one looks at those sentences which are 

traditionally known as 1non-factive predicates* 

because they involve verbs such as bujh- 'think' 

or soc" 'consider*. Consider the following exam- 

pies: 

6a. ham ZT*Je ° niik log chath Lk bujhait3 

2 ?o je S2 

o 

chalahu11 

I t.hat~he/he-that/he good man is think was 

’I thought he was a good ran', 

b. ham bujhaita chalahu1 1 „ r<> o ^ niik log 

b2 

chath 

I: H 
C. ??c Co niik log chath "Je ham bujhaita chalahu11 
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Notice that in all the three possibilities, 

embedded sentences with complementizer je_ before 

give odd sentences. In 6a and 6b, even a com¬ 

plementizer-shift (also observed in 3b) cannot 

save them. In 6b and 6c, extraposition has been 

used. I am interested in the version in 6abc that 

does not have any complementizer. Notice that the 

result of extraposition to the west is simply dis¬ 

astrous in 6c. My explanation of this oddity is 

as follows: since bujh- does not shift from its 

non-factive meaning, movement of to the east 

as in 6b gives better results, whereas retaining 

it somewhere near the western site as in 6a is a 

little odd, and finally westward extraposition as 

in 6c makes it very odd. One also feels that in 

6c, it had had an effect of creating a 'psycho¬ 

logical gap1 between the two parts of this sen¬ 

tence. They seem to be almost two unrelated 

sentences. 

4- At this point, I may mention some recent 

studies that are in some way or the other related 

to the proposal made here. In an interesting 

study based on 53 languages belonging to different 

language-families, Matthew Dayer (1979) suggested 

a Sentential NP Position Hierarchy. His hypothesis 

is that the following hierarchy of positions of 

sentential NPs is universally true: 

7. Clause-final > Clause-initial> Clause-internal 
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Dayer gives us the following explanation for 

this universal tendency in his studies (Dayer* 

1379; 1980), the clause-internal position is appa¬ 

rently favoured least probably because the sen¬ 

tences with clause-internal sentential NPs are 

difficult to process because such sentences in¬ 

volve centre-embedding. It is in this context 

that one can understand the importance of the 

concept of 'weight8 mentioned earlier4. There are 

certain constructions in Maithili where the 

embedded S becomes so heavy that it must be placed 

in either corners. This is especially common in 

case of RCs. Consider the following sentences: 

8a. ‘ham apan oh^ mitrak £”jan^kan sOn aai sQn das 

z 
I my+Refl that friend's whom with now from ten 

barkh puury& paricay bhela calanh1 khuun 

S2 

years ago introduction happened was murder 

kaelianh1 

!I murdered that friend of mine whom I was 

introduced to ten years ago from now’. 

b. £7Janlbaa sOn ... chalanh’*''J ham apan oh1 

z " S2 
mitrak khuun kaelianh 

c. ham apan oh mitrak khuun kaelianh ^ jan kaa 

sOn .,. chalanh1J 
S2 

In such circumstances as above, where the 

embedded sentence 'weight* forces one to extrapose. 
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I found that there was not much change in the 

degree of 1factivity1 in either way but the 'west¬ 

ward* extraposition did make the resultant sen¬ 

tence more emphatic than the other alternative. 

These examples thus neither follow nor violate the 

hypothesis in 4. One can argue here that if Dayer's 

(1979) universal about tendency is accepted, it 

will be able to explain why Bb and 8c are better 

than the centre-embedded version in 8a. In that 

case, the concept of 'weight5 becomes superfluous. 

However, in the following section, I would demon¬ 

strate that 'weight' plays a more important role 

than one may think it does* 

5* To show the importance of weight, I shall 

take up the rule of Right Dislocation in Maithili* 

A typical example of application of this rule is 

in 9b which follows 9a belov/: 

9a. o hamaraa inglEnD mE bhenTaia chalaaha 

he to-me England in found be-pas-agr 
?I met him in England* 

b- hamraa otae bhenTaln chalaaha, inglEnD mE 
*1 met him there, in England1 

Right Dislocation has moved inglEnD mE, the 

^^d the dislocated (NP), to the extreme east 

corner of 9b, and depending on its 'relation3 in 

the original sentence structure, an appropriate 

pro-form (here, otae 'there') has been introduced 

in its original place. 
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Now, if the NP^ is SU, this pro-form may or 

may not show up. Consider the following set of 

sentences where this happens: 

10a. hamar mEe oh1 bhikhmangniaa11 kEn bhagaa 

my mother that beggar-woman-obj drive 

del thmh 

gave 

'My mother drove the begger woman sway* 

b - £ ohi1 bhikhmangniaa11 kEn bhagaaa del3thinha, 
hamar mEe 

c. 0 oh1 bhikhmangniaa11 kEn bhagaa deiathinha, 
hamar mEe 

6- The exception to the above rule is that one 

cannot introduce a pro-form in place of NP _ which 
d 

is the SU of a particular sentence if the latter 

is already a pronominal SU. But even if the dis¬ 

located NP is not a pronoun, for many speakers, the 

use of pro-form in 10b and such other sentences 

is unacceptable EXCEPT that 

11. the heavier the NPJ? the better is the sen- 
d 

tence with a pro-form replacement. 

I shall take up 9a now as well as the princi¬ 

ple in 11, and give examples as to how a 'heavier 

NPd' can make resultant sentences with SU-disloca- 

tion more acceptable. Consider the following 

examples: 

12a. *o hamraa inglEnD mE bhenTaia chalaaha, o 

’He met me in England, he*. 
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b. o hamraa,,. chala.aha, raamcandar-baabuu 

fHe met me in England, Rarachandra Babu',. 

c. o hamraa . .. chalaah3', ah a ank bh a a 1 s a ah eb 

!He met me in England, your elder brother*. 

d. o hamraa ... chalaah3, baraahii-balaa dulhaa-jii 

?He met me in England, the brother-in-law from 

Barahi*, 

e. q hamraa ... chalaah3, baraahii-balaa dulhaa-jiik 

pisiaut3 bhaai 

!He met me in England, the cousin brother of 

the brother-in-law from Barahi1. 

Here, 12e is the best of the lot, while 12d 

is better than 12b and 12c, and between the last 

two, the latter sounds much better them the former. 

Finally, .the * least heavy* NP^ in 12a makes the 

sentence completely unacceptable. Notice that the 

concept of 5weight' is independently (independent 

of Sentential NP Position Hierarchy and its cog¬ 

nitive explanation given in section4) required to 

explain the degree of grammaticality in case of 

linear movement of grammatical relation of SU to 

the eastern site as shown in sections 5 and 6. 

7. Finally, I will touch upon two relation¬ 

changing rules-NP-Raising and B-Raising, to show 

that these rules, in addition to changing relation 

or status, also move certain nominals towards the 

western site of a sentence and that they either 

follow the hypothesis in 4 or show a mirror image 

of the same. Consider the following sentences: 
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13a. hamraa laagala g ZTje o niik log chath1^ 

1 2 
to—me seemed that he good man is 

’It seemed to me that he was a good man’ 

b. hamraa o niik log lagaiasha 

’To me, he seemed a good man' 

c. o hamraa niik log lagaiasha 

'To me, he seemed a good man1 

d. hamraa lagalasha o niik log, mudaa ....5 
'He seemed to be a good man to me, but 

Here in 13b and 13c, NP-Raising has not only 

lifted o 'he' from Sit lias also moved this 

nominal„ As a result of this, there has been a 

lot of changes in 13b : je-complementizer has been 

dropped, sentential boundary has been abolished, 

and the agreement suffixes in the verb have been 

changed to agree with o. According to the hypo¬ 

thesis in 4, one would expect that it would have 

an effect on the content of the original vis- 

a-vis presuppositional interpretation. This is 

exactly what has happened. The result has been 

more than what was expected, i.e., the verb 

lag-/laag- in 13b means 'surely seem'. One 

however may argue that 13a and 13b have verbs 

that are accidentally homophonous. But than 

lag-/laag does not seem to be an isolated case. 

The observation as above holds good even in case 

of another non-factive verb : bujh- 'think'. In 

14b that follows, B-Raising has moved o/hun- to 

the west as well as changed the relation in the 
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way predicted in 4» Consider the following exam¬ 

ples : 

14a. ham bujhait3 chalahun £^je o niik log 

i 
I thought was that he good man is 

chath1 

b2 
JI though that he was a good man’ 

b. ham hunkaa niik log bujhaita chalianh1 

’I was almost sure that he was a good man' 

There are apparently 1factive* verbs such as 

maari- ’accept’ and jaan- ’know5 which show double 

interpretation depending upon where the embedded 

sentence is. But strangely enough, these verbs 

behave in exactly the opposite way with respect to 

the hypothesis in 4. At this state, I do not 

know why maan- and certain other verbs systemati¬ 

cally show a mirror image of the predictions in 4. 

There may or may not be a definite pattern in it. 

But at this state I will not read too much into 

if. Consider the following: 

15a. ham maanaita chalahu11 ClTje o niik log chat 

t£Tje o hamar bhaai cha 

I accepted was f that he good man is 

(, that he my brother is 

'I accepted that he was fa good man'} 

t’n1 J ) 

athLJ 

ham hunkaa 

'I consider him 

(niik log \ 

£apan bhaaij 

I my brother!j 

maanaita chalainh1 

Jia good man' 
1'my .brother 5 
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16a. o janaita chalaaha /jTje raam daSSrathak bhaai 

chalaah3 /jf 

he knew was that Ram Dasharatha's brother 

was 

'He knew (for sure) that Ram was Dasharath's 

brother' 

b o ram kEn daSarathak bhaai janaita chalaaha 

'He though Ram to be Dasharath's brother' 

9. It must be added here that similar pragmatic 

differences in the use of these rules with respect 
o 

to verbs such as lag-laag, maan-, etc. were noted 

by Kachru (1971) and Kachru and Bhatia (1977) for 

Hindi. Kachru (1980:94) also states that verbs 

such as lagnaa 'feel' or maannaa 'accept' 

that take sentential complements, or an object 

and a noun, or adjective as object complement are 

interesting. She gives the following examples 

for maanna and states that while 17a is factive, 

17b is not and that the latter is inappropriate 

if Sita is a sibling of the speaker: 

17a. main maantii huunki siitaa merii bahan hai 

I accept that Sita my sister is 

'I accept that Sita is my sister' 

b. main siitaa ko apnii bahan maantii huu11 

I Sita Do self's sister consider 

'I consider Sita my sister' 

10- There is one fact about the B-raising rule 

in Maithili which has not been noticed before 

Singh (1979b) drew attention to it. This would 

again emphasize the importance of the concept of 
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'weight5. In case of Raising of predicates, 

where the lower sentence is equational in nature 

involving a SU (to be raised) and an adjectival 

complement, it is usually the case that the adjec¬ 

tival is also linearly shifted along with the 

raised nominal. For instance, one cannot apply 

the rule of B-Raising on 18ab without moving the 

adjectival complement so as to follow the derived 

object. That is why 19ab are unacceptable. If 

one does not move any of these two (the derived 

object and the adjectival), the result would be 

odd constructions as given in 2Gab* What is 

interesting is that the same constructions as in 

19ab are allowed, if the 'weight' of the adjectival 

concerned is heavy, and that is what has made 21ab 

fully acceptable. Here are the examples: 

18a. ham bujhait3 cbalahu11 ZTje o niik log 

z 

I thought was that he good man is 

chath^J7o 
z 

'I thought that he was a. good man5 

b. ham socaita chalahu11 £je o sunder chath*7 

S2 S2 
'I thought that he was handsome5 

?? a i 
19a. * ham hunkaa bujhait chalianh niik log 

?? a i 
b. *’ ham hunkaa socait chalianh sundar 

? , . a i 
20a. ham bujhait chalianh hunkka niik log 

2 a l 
b. ‘ ham socait chalianh hunkaa sundar 
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21a. ham bunkaa bujhait3 chalianh1 ahaank saaRhuuk 

your wife ’ s 

sister’s husband 

bhagin- j aniaae 

sister’s husband 

’I though him to be your wife’s sister’s 

husband’s sister’s husband' 

b. ham hunkaa sociat3 chalianh1 aalam-nagar DyoRhiik 

Alamnagar-Palace+poss 
raaj aasaaheb 

'I though him to be the Raja of Alamnagar Palace' 

I must mention here that in related languages 

such as in Hindi linguists have invoked other 

principles to take care of the ’lengthy' or ’heavy’ 

categories that contribute to acceptability or un- 

acceptability of certain constructions. For example, 

Klaiman (1976:326) invokes a ’distance principle’ 

that states that ” ’distance', or more accurately, 

perceptual complexity, is caused by any shuffling 

of term order from the neutral SIOV which results 

in displacement of a term further from the end of 

the clause (further ’leftward6) that it stands in 

netura.1 term order. Then the principle would 

further claim that any sentence is less than fully 

acceptable in which there is distance (so defined) 

between the head NP and the following specifying 

RCH. As an example of this ’distance principle’ 

at work, she gives the following Hindi sentences 

where 22b is worse than 22a for some speakers for 

the reasons specified above: 
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22a. preziDeNT ne us aurat ko kitaab dii jo 

Presiaeat+ptc that woman+to book gave WH 

£Tbanaarsii saaRii paharxii huii th 1 iJ 
Benaresi saree worn aux aax 

'The President gave a book to the woman who was 

wearing a Benarasi saree' 

b. preziDeNT ne us aurat ko /premcand kii kavitaa 

kii^ kitaab dii jo £Tbanaarsii saaRii pahanii 

huii thiij/ 

'The President gave a book of Prem Chand's 

poetry to the woman (who was) wearing a 

Benaresi saree' 

Notice that if viewed in another way, it 

might appear that it is the relative 'weight' of 

the intervening DO kitaab 'book' in 22a that made 

the construction perfectly acceptable here. Since 

this DO has put on weight in 22b, the distance 

between head NP us aurat s that woman1 and the re¬ 

lative clause (underscored in 22ab) is so much 

that 22b becomes less acceptable and more cumber¬ 

some . 

11. In conclusion, I would summarize what I have 

discussed in the preceding sections. Based on 

Maithili data, I have argued here that for syntac¬ 

tic rules that move elements in a line (i.e., 

linearly), and this is true of even those rules 

that do two things at a time - change ? relation' 

as well as position, the 1 site1 of a configuration 

(both eastern and western sites) is very important 

in that it shows change in the degree of *factivity'. 
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I have also demonstrated that the concept of 

?weight1 is required in syntax to explain diffe¬ 

rent degrees of grammaticality when a number of 

syntactic operations take place (linear movement 

in I2a-12e; movement coupled with change of rela¬ 

tion as in 18-21; relativization as in Hindi 

examples of 22) . I have also shown (in sections 

7-9) that with certain verbs such as lag-laag- 

1 seem1 and bujh- 1 think 1 that allowed raising of 

predicates, the generalization concerning 'sites’ 

as in 4 is valid while maan- 'accept1 and certain 

other verbs show a mirror image pattern of the 

predictions in 4. By demonstrating the importance 

of the concepts such as ’line’, 'site1, 'weight* 

as well as delation* I am suggesting that any 

theory of Relational Grammar has to accommodate 

these concepts so that grammarians working on 

particular language-structure can use the insights 

of RG in dealing with language-particular problems. 

It is a known fact that a number of semantic and 

pregmatic factors interact with syntactic rules 

at different levels, and therefore, a theory of RG 

would do well to try and incorporate a mechanism 

to take care of these. It is my guess that for 

this RG may have to go beyond syntax and accept 

both grammatical relation and grammatical category 

as basic units for linguistic description. Finally, 

it may also be wise (though it does not follow 
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exactly from the discussions in the preceding 

paragraphs; see Singh 1979a for details) to aban¬ 

don the distinction between two sub-components 

(for Relation-Changing and Non-Relation-Changing 

rules) of the syntactic component of RG„ 
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NOTES 

1. An earlier version of this paper was presented at the 

Relational Grammar Colloquium held at the Central 

Institute 6f Indian Languages, Mysore, on 12th 

January 1982. Some ideas presented in this paper 

originated in Singh (1979b). I am extremely grateful 

to Professor Yamuna Kachru and Dr. M.H. Klaiman for 

giving comments in detail. Thanks are also due to 

the following who have been kind enough to give 

valuable suggestions during the colloquium or earlier: 

Professors E. Annamalai, Ashok Kelkar, K.V. Subbarao, 

f).M. Joshi, Probal Dasgupta, Rajeshwari Pandharipande, 
Peter Hook and V. Rangan. 

2. The special symbols that have been used to transcribe 

Maithili data include the following: raised is u, and 

a to mark half-short vowel-length (which is not phone¬ 

mic); E for front unrounded low-mid vowel; 0 for back 

unrounded low-mid vowel; ii, uu and a£ for long vowels 

T, Th, D, Dh, N for the retroflexed stops; n for the 

velar nasal; R for flapped or retroflexed r; Rh also 

appears as a retroflexed combination: £ for alveolar 

unvoiced sibilant and _S for its palatal counterpart; 
a raised n marks nasalization. 

3. See also Firbas (1975) and Klaiman (1976) for discussions 

on ’thematic’ sites of sentence. 

4. See section 10 for further arguments showing importance 

of the concept of ’weight’. 

5. Notice that in some Indian languages, such as in Telugu, 

there are two different verbs for these two different 

interpretations of lag-/laag. They are anipincaDaw11 

'to appear’ and kanipincaDaw11 ’to find’ of which the 

first one takes ani- (’that’)complementizer whereas 

the second one does not occur in such constructions 

(See Subbarao, 1974:113; fn 17). 

6. With verbs such as jaUcnaa, ’to appear* in Hindi, Raising 
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seems to be obligatory (Kachru, 1972), whereas it is 

optional with lagnaa 'to appear1 (although both have 

non-factive interpretation). It looks like this may 

be one reason why selection or non-selection of Rais¬ 

ing for lagnaa causes a semantic difference. 

7. Subbarao (1974:107-8) talks about two different interpre¬ 

tations of lagnaa in Hindi: 'seem' and ’find1. Rather 

than attributing these differences to application of 

different syntactic rules in different contexts, he 

looks at the problem from the opposite viewpoint. 

According to Subbarao (1974:107), lagnaa in the sense 

of ’seem’ allows both Raising and ki~complementatIon 

whereas in the sense of ’find', Raising is obligatory 

for lagnaa. However, he does not talk about meaning 

differences in the use of lagnaa as 'seem* when Rais¬ 

ing is chosen, and when it is not selected. What 

I am trying to point out here is that because of the 

application of Raising certain verbs like lag- show 

semantic differences in terms of factivity. And my 

guess is that behind this a principle such as in 4 is 

at work. I understand that Abha Tyagi discussed the 

'experiential' meaning of lagnaa with B-Raising cases. 

I have, however, been unable to obtain a copy of this 

paper which is unpublished. 

8. Kachru (1971) points out that maannaa in Hindi has a 

factive interpretation in 'a' below, whereas in ’b1 

it is non-factive: 

(a) hemaa maantii hai ki nalinii uskii bahan hai 

'Hema agrees that Nalini is her sister1 (factive) 

(b) hemaa nalinii ko apnii bahan maantii hai 
'Hema considers Nalini her sister' (non-factive) 

While talking about these, Subbarao (1974:111; fn 15) 

admits that there are sentences with ki-complement 

where the complement of maannaa is non-factive as 

opposed to 'a' above. His sentence is given in fc' 

below: 

(c) puraane zamaane me11 log maanaa karte the ki 

parithvii samtal hai haalaanki vah gol hai 
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'People in old ages used to consider the earth 

to be flat although it is round'. 

As 15ab in the text points out, maan- is a problem 

verb for Maithili, too. However, here it seems that 

the difference in the interpretation of maan- in 'c' 

as against it in *a! may have to do with the use of 

'habitual' maanaa karte the. It is also possible 

that some uses of maan- follow the principle in 4, 

while some others do not. I am not sure at this 

stage what is exactly happening with maan- and jaan- 

in Maithili. It may be mentioned here that Sinha 

(1973) had claimed that factive complements in Hindi 

permitted Raising, but the examples he gave with 

maan- and other verbs did not appear to have 'factive' 

interpretation as he claimed (See, Subbarao, 1974:112). 

Therefore, I have not touched it here. In an unpub¬ 

lished paper, Hackman has also discussed the maannaa 

case. I was, however, unable to obtain either a copy 

or a complete reference to his paper. 
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CAUSATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS IN DRAYIBIAN WITH 
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO MALAYALAM* 

P.T- Abraham 

Causative Construction 

A defining characteristic of causative is the 

specific relationship between two events called 

the ’caused event8 and the ’causing event5 The 

’caused event' is wholly dependent for its occur¬ 

rence on the ’causing event1 and it occurs after 

the 'causing event* as its consequence (Shibatani, 

1976 : 1-2). The underlying structure of a causa¬ 

tive sentence, then, consists of a matrix sentence 

and an embedded sentence representing the ’causing 

event1 and the 'caused event’ respectively. The 

causative sentence is a result of clause union in 

which the matrix and the embedded sentences are 

collapsed into one (Comrie, 1976 : 262). 

The underlying representation of a causative 

sentence as (1) may be given as in (2) (Comrie, 

1976 : 262). 

Malayalam 

1. amma kuttiyekkonta pe:na 

mother child-inst. pen (acc.) 
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etuppiccu. 

take-cause-past. 

‘the mother made the child take a pen* 

J NP V j 

amma kutti pe:na etuk CAUSE 

In the above diagram S2 represents the “caused 

event' and Sj_ the 'causing event*. The syntactic 

rule of predicate raising gives the following 

surface structure (3) of (1). 

3. S- 
1 

The predicate raising brings the verb CAUSE of 

the matrix sentence and the verb of the embedded 

sentence together fusing them into a single causa¬ 

tive verb. This also redefines the grammatical 

relation of the original embedded subject with the 
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predicate of the new sentence,. It comes to bear 

the instrumental relation in Malayalam. 

Comrie (1976 : 306) proposes a hierarchy of 

grammatical relations to determine the case of the 

original embedded subject in the new sentence. 

According to his theory, the embedded subject is 

moved stepwise down the hierarchy until it can 

slip into an ejripty position depending on the case 

frame of the embedded verb. For example, if the 

embedded verb has no direct object (i.e., if it 

is an intransitive verb), the embedded subject 

becomes direct object; if it has a direct object 

but no indirect object, then the embedded subject 

becomes the indirect object; if it has both direct 

and indirect objects, then the embedded subject 

becomes one of the remaining oblique cases (instru¬ 

mental , etc.)„ 

Causatives of fntransitives 

This hierarchy is followed when the embedded 

verb is intransitive in Malayalam as well as in 

the other Dravidian languages, viz., Kannada, 

Tamil and Telugu. 

Malayalam 

4. patti o: ti- 

* the dog ran.' 

5. ra:dha pattiye o:ticcu. 

Radha dog-acc. run-cause-past 

'Radha made the dog run.' 
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Kannada 

6. gill ha:ritu. 

* the parrot flew.' 

7. hudugaru giliyannu ha:risidaru. 

boy-pi. parrot-aec. fly-cause-past-PNG 

* the boys made the parrot flyj 

Tamil 

8. pa:pa natantatu* 

child walk-past-PNG 

’ the child walked.1 

9. arnma pa:pa:vai natattina:!. 

mother child-acc. walk-cause-past-PNG 

* the mother made the child walk.' 

Telugu 

10. ni: llu ka: gae y. 

’the water boiled.’ 

11. kamala ni:llu ka:cindi. (Krishnamurti, 1971) 

Kamala water (acc.) boil-cause-past-PNG 

’Kamala boiled the water.’ 

As far as the morphology of causative in 

Malayalam is concerned, the causative of intransi- 

tive verbs xs derived by suffixing i (kk) to the 

base whereas the causative of the transitive 

verbs is derived by suffixing (i)ppi. The double 

causative is also formed by suffixing (i)ppi to 

the simple causative verbs. The causative verb 

of certain ingestive verbs are formed by the 

gemination of the single obstruents. In Tamil, 

causative of xnstransitive verbs is derived by 

doubling single obstruents and the causative of a 

small set of .intransitive and transitive verbs by 
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suffixing vi/(p)pi. isu and inc are suffixed to 

form causative verbs in Kannada and Telugu respec¬ 

tively , 

Tamil, Kannada and Telugu have periphrastic 

causatives also in addition to the morphological 

causatives given above1, where the verb of CAUSE 

does not get inflected with the embedded verb, but 

remains as an auxiliary verb. The periphrastic 

counterparts of the causative sentences (7) , (9) 

and (11) are respectively (12), (13) and (14). 

Kannada 

12. hudugaru giliyannu ha:ruvante ma:didaru- 

boy-pl. parrot-acc. fly-adv. do-past-PNG 

'the boys did such that the parrot flew/ 

Tamil 

13. arnma pa:pa:vai natakka vaitta:1. 

mother child-acc. walk-inf. do-past-PNG 

'the mother made the child walk.' 

Telugu 

14. kamala ni:llu ka:gettu ce:sindi. (Krishna- 

Kamala water (acc.) boil-adv. murti, 1971) 

do-past-PNG 

'Kamala did such that the water boiled.' 

It may be noted that the embedded sentence takes 

different complementisers in the three languages. 

It is infinitive in Tamil, manner adverb in 

Kannada and Telugu. The embedded subject becomes 

the direct object in the case of embedded sen¬ 

tences with intransitive verb as predicted by the 

theory of case hierarchy, both in the morphological 
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and the periphrastic causatives. 

Causatives of Transitives 

When the embedded sentence has a transitive 

verb (the ingestive verbs which behave differently 

are discussed later) the embedded subject becomes 

instrumental in causative formation and not in- 

direct object, whose slot is vacant , in all the 

major Dravidian languages Consider the following 

examples • 

Malayalam 

15. kutti pustakam etuttu. 

child book (acc.) take-past 

'the child took the 1 book.' 

16. accan kuttiyekkonta pustakam etuppiccu. 

father child-inst. book (acc.) take-cause-past 

’the father made the child take the book-' 

Kannada 

17. hudugaru giliyannu hididaru* 

boy-pl. parrot-acc. catch-past- PNG 

1 the boys caught the parrot*' 

18. krisna hudugarinda giliyanu hidiyisidanu- 

Krishna boy-pl.-inst . parrot-acc . catch-cause- 

pas t-PNG 

'Krishna made the boys catch the irrot,5 

Tamil 

19. ponnan vi:ttai kattina:n. 

Ponnan house-acc. build-past-PNG 

’Ponnan built the house.' 

20. maniyan ponnanaikontu vi:ttai kattuvitta:n. 
Manian Ponnan-inst- house-acc. build-cause- 

pas t-PNG 

'Manian made Ponnan build the house.' 
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Telugu 

21. kamala annam wandindi, 

Kamala rice (acc.) cook-past-PNG 

'Kamala cooked the rice*' 

22. ra:mayya kamalace:ta annam wandinca:du- 

Ramayya Kamala-inst. rice (acc.) cook-cause- 

pas t-PNG 
’Ramayya made Kamala cook the rice’ 

Cole and Sridhar (1976) examining this prob¬ 

lem in Kannada try to find out whether there is 

passivization of the matrix sentence, which will 

account for the instrumental. They, however, con¬ 

clude that it is a doubtful proposition. The 

morphology of the passive verb in Dravidian is 

different from that of the causative verb. More¬ 

over, the passive marker and the instrumental 

marker (occurring with causatives) are different 

in Malayalam. The demotion of the embedded subject 

into instrumental (skipping the next available 

indirect object position) in Dravidian thus remains 

a counter example to the theory of case hierarchy. 

Tamil, Kannada and Telugu have also the peri¬ 

phrastic causative in addition to the morphological 

causative as pointed out above. The periphrastic 

counterparts of (18), (20) and (22) are respec¬ 

tively (23), (24) and (25). 

Kannada 

23. krisna hudugarannu gili(yannu) hidiyuvante 

Krishna boy-pl.-acc. parrot (acc) catch-adv. 
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ma:didanu » 

do-past-PNG 

'Krishna did such that the boys caught the 

parrot-5 

Tamil 

24. maniyan ponnanai vi:ttai katta 

Manian Ponnan-acc.. house-acc. build-inft. 

vaitta:n. 

do-past-PNG 

'Manian made Ponnan build the house.' 

Telugu 

25. ra:mayya kamala annam vandetettu 

Ramayya Kamala (acc.) rice (acc,) cook-adv. 

ce:sa:du. 

do-pas t-PNG 

'Ramayya made Kamala cook the rice,1 

In the periphrastic causatives as in (23) through 

(25) , the embedded subject becomes the direct object 

doubling in the direct object position. This shows 

that different rules of case marking are operating 

in the derivation of the periphrastic and the mor¬ 

phological causatives in the three languages, resulting in 

different surface exponencies of the embedded sub¬ 

ject. This characteristics of causatives is also 

in violation of the theory of case hierarchy^. 

Causatives of Ingestives 

Ingestives are those verbs having in common 

a semantic feature of taking something into the 

body or mind (literally or figuratively) (Masica, 

1976 : 46). Violation of the theory of case 
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hierarchy is found in the surface exponency of the 

embedded subject of the causative sentence with 

ingestive verbs in Dravidian. 

Maiayalam 

26. kutti do:sa tinnu. 

child dosa (acc.) eat-past 
'the child ate the dosa.1 

27. airima kuttiye do: sa ti:rri. 

mother child-acc. dosa (acc.) eat-cause-past 
'the mother made the child eat the dosa.' 

Kannada 

28. maga do:se tindanu. 

son dosa-acc, eat-past-PNG 

’the son ate the dosa.' 

29. ta:yi maganige dotse(yannu) tinisidalu. 

mother son-dat. dosa (acc.) eat~cause-past~PNG 
1 the mother made the son eat the dosa.* 

Tamil 

30. paiyyan co:rrai unta:n. 

boy rice-acc. eat-past-PNG 
’the boy ate the rice.1 

31. amma paiyyanukkuc co:rrai u:ttina:l. 

mother boy-dat. rice-acc. eat-cause-past-PNG 

’the mother made the boy eat the rice.’ 

Telugu 

32. kamala do;saa tinnadi*. 

Kamala dosa (acc.) eat-past-PNG 

’Kamala ate the dosa.’ 

33. amma kamalaku do:sae tinuppincindh 

mother Kamala-dat. dosa (acc.) eat-cause-past-PNG 
’the mother made Kamala eat the dosa) 

As seen in the examples above, the embedded subject 

in the causative sentence with ingestive verbs 
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becomes indirect object in Kannada, Tamil and 

Telugu, and direct object in Malayalam doubling- 

up the direct object. 

The periphrastic counterparts of the morpho¬ 

logical causative sentences (29), (31) and (33) 

are, respectively (34), (35) and (36) . 

Kannada 

34. tatyi maganannu do:se tinnuvante 

mother son-acc. dosa (acc.) eat-adv. 

ma:didalu. 

do-past-PNG 
'the mother did such that the son ate the dosa.' 

Tamil 

35. amma paiyyanai co:rrai unna vaitta:!* 

mother boy-acc. rice-acc. eat-inf. do-past-PNG 

'the mother made the child eat the rice*' 

Telugu 

36. amma kamala(nnu) do;sae tirme:ttu 

mother Karnala (acc.) dosa (acc.) eat-adv. 

ce: sindi* 
do-past-PNG 

8 the mother did such that Karnala ate the dosa.1 

A comparison of the morphological and periphrastic 

causatives of ingestives shows that there is a 

difference in the surface exponency of the embedded 

subject in them in the three languages. The 

embedded subject surfaces as indirect object in 

the morphological causatives and as direct object 

in the periphrastic causatives. 
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Double of Causatives 

The derived causatives of intransitives and 

ingestives can be causativized again as in the 

following examples * 

Malayalam 

37. amma ra:dhayekkonts pattiye o;tippiccu. 

mother Radha-inst. dog-acc. run-cause-past 

’the mother made Radha make the dog run/ 

38. accan ammayekkonts ku11iye do:sa 

father mother-inst. child-acc. dosa (acc.) 

ti:rriccu. 

eat-cause-past 

'the father made the mother make the child 

eat the dosa.' 

Kannada 

39. ma:dappa hudugarinda giliyannu ha:risisidanu- 

Madappa boy-pl-inst. parrot-acc. fly-cause-past- 

PNG 

’Madappa made the boys make the parrot fly.’ 

40. lata ta:yinda maganige do:se 

Latha mother-inst. son-dat. dosa (acc.) 

tinisidalu, 

eat-cause-past-PNG 

'Latha made the mother make the son eat the dosa.,’ 

Tamil 

41. do:ktar amma:va:l 

doctor mother-inst. 

'the doctor made the 

parpavai natappitta:n. 

child-acc. walk-cause-past- 

PNG 

mother make the child walk.’ 

42. do:ktar amma:va:1 

doctor mother-inst. 

paiyyanukku co:rrai 

child-dat. rice-acc. 

u:ttippitta:n. 

eat-cause-past-PNG 
'the doctor made the mother make the child 
eat the rice.’ 
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Telugu 

43. ra:m.udu kamalace:ta ni:llu ka:yinca:du. 

Rama Kamala-inst. water (acc.) boil-cause- 

pas t-PNG 

’Rama made Kamala make the water boil.' 

When the causatives of intransitives are causa- 

tivized again, the embedded subject becomes instru¬ 

mental skipping the indirect object position. In 

the case of ingestives also, the embedded subject 

becomes instrumental. 

Causative Versus Effective In Tamil 

As mentioned earlier, in Tamil, there are two 

classes of verbs that are used as causative verbs. 

The first group is derived by the gemination of 

the obstruents like, a:t>astt 'cause-dance' ; 

kalaint > kalaitt ’cause-disperse3 and a restricted 

second group by the suffixation of -vi~/-(p)ppi to 

the verb base like, kattu > kattuvi ’cause-build3. 

Paramasivam (1979 : 114) claims that sentences 

like (9) in Tamil with geminated obstruent class 

of verbs are not causatives, but are effectives. 

He raises two questions about the syntactic 

behaviour of these verbs. (i) Why does not the 

verbs of germinated obstruent class co-occur with 

certain adverbials which occur with single 

obstruent class, (i±) Why are the verbs of the 

geminated obstruent class not ambiguous in regard 

to the scope of certain adverbials and reflexive 
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pronouns when the corresponding verbs of periphra¬ 

stic causative are? To answer to these questions 

Paramasivam proposes a distinction between causa¬ 

tives and effectives* 

One can however argue that the difference 

between causatives and effectives proposed by 

Paramasivam is same as the difference between the 

morphological and the periphrastic causatives and 

that the geminated obstruent class of verbs in 

Tamil are causative verbs. Consider the sentences 

(44) through (51). 

Tamil 

44. po:li:ca:r kurttattaik kalaitta:rkal- 

police-pl. crowd-acc. disperse-past-PNG 

'the police dispersed the crowd/ 

45. po:li:ca:r ku:ttattaik ka-laiya vaittarkal. 

police-pl. crowd-acc. disperse-inf. do-past-PNG 

’the police dispersed the crowd/ 

46. po:li:ca:r ku:ttattaik ko:pama:yk kalaitta:rkal. 

police-pl. crowd-acc. anger-adv. disperse-past— 

PNG 
’the police dispersed the crowd angrily.' 

47. po:li:ca:r ku:ttattaik ko:pama:yk kalaiya 

police-pl. crowd-acc. anger-adv. disperse-inf. 

vaitta:rkal* 

do-past-PNG 

’the police made the crowd disperse angrily/ 

48. avan ya:naiyai o:ttina:n. 

he elephant-acc. run-cause-past-PNG 

’he made the elephant run/ 

49. avan ya:naiyai o:ta vaitta:n. 

he elephant-acc. run-inf. do-past-PNG 

'he made the elephant run/ 
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50. avan ya:naiyaik kutukutuvanru o:ta 

he elephant-acc. great hurry run-inf. 

vai:tta:n. 

do-past~PNG 

'he made the elephant run swiftly.’ 

51. *avan ya:naiyaik kutukutuvenru o:ttina:n. 

he elephant-acc. great hurry drive-past-PNG 

'he drove the elephant swiftly.' 

For Paramasivam, (44) and (48) are not causatives, 

but effectives on the basis of the behaviour of 

the adverbials. In a sentence like (44), the 

adverbials have only one reading, whereas in a 

periphrastic causatives like (45), they have two 

readings. This difference could be accounted for 

by the difference in the surface manifestation of 

the morphological and periphrastic causatives 

rather than through a grammatical distinction 

between causatives and effectives. In the surface 

exponency of periphrastic causatives, the embedded 

verb and the matrix verb of causation have inde¬ 

pendent status each capable of havihg its adver¬ 

bials. The adverbial ko:pama:y 'angrily1 in (47) 

can come under the scope of the embedded verb 

kaliya 'disperse* (refers to the emotional state 

of the crowd) or with the matrix ve.rb vai 'make* 

(refers to the emotional state of the police). A 

morphological causative is formed by the fusion of 

the embedded verb and the matrix verb of causation 

as in (46) and as it ends up as a single verb in 
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the surface and there is only one verb to have 

adverbials. In both morphological (46) and peri¬ 

phrastic (47) causatives, the matrix subject 

po:li:ca:r 'police' is the causer and the embedded 

subject ku:ttam 'crowd' which becomes direct object, 

is the causee. 

The occurrence of certain adverbials only 

with periphrastic causatives and not with corres¬ 

ponding verb of the geminated obstruent class of 

verbs can also be attributed to the difference in 

the surface exponency of the two* In the peri¬ 

phrastic causative (50), the adverbial has the 

co-occurrence restriction to occur only with the 

embedded verb and as long as the embedded verb has 

an independent status from the matrix verb, the 

adverbial is permitted. In the morphological 

causative (51) as the matrix verb of causation is 

fused with the embedded verb to form a single verb, 

it changes the co-occurrence restriction and does 

not permit the occurrence of the adverbial. 

The above analysis may raise the question 

whether the two verbs, i.e., the matrix verb of 

causation and the embedded verb that surfaces as 

auxiliary verb in the surface exponency, permit 

the occurrence of different adverbials with them. 

It is found that the occurrence of different 

adverbials with them are forbidden. This issue is 

beyond the scope of this paper and hence not 
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examined in this study. 

Entailment 

Panamasivam (1979 : 115-20) brings in entail¬ 

ment also to establish his claim that the verbs of 

geminated obstruent class in Tamil are non-causa- 

Lives. He cites the sentences like (52) where the 

truth value of the embedded proposition is contra¬ 

dicted. 

Tamil 

52. ni: utaita:lum atu utaiya:tu. 

you break-past-cond.-incl. it break-neg.-PNG 

*1 it will not breaks even if you break it.1 

Parallel constructions are found in other Dravidian 

languages also. 

Malayalam 

53. ni: a: kampi valacca:lum 

you that iron rod (acc.) bend-cause-cond.-incl. 

valayilla. 

bend-neg. 

'the iron rod will not bend, even if you bend it.* 

Kannada 

54. ni:vu a: gla:su odedaru: odeyalilla. 

you that glass (acc.) break-cond. break-neg. 

'the glass will not break, even if you break (it).* 

Telugu 

55. ne:nu a: addam enta 

I that mirror (acc.) however much 

pagalagottina adi pagalale:du, 

break-past-cond. that break-neg. 
'however much I broke the mirror, it did not 
break! 
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This is true of ingestive verbs also. 

Malayalam 

56. na:n kuttiye katha pathippicca:lum 

I child-acc. story (acc.) teach-cond.-incl. 

avan atu pathikkilla. 

he that learn-neg. 

'though I teach the child the story, he will 

not learn it’ 

Kannada 

57. ta:yi maganige dorse tinisidaru: 

mother son-dat. dosa (acc.) eat-cause-cond. 

maga tinnalilla. 

son eat-past-neg. 

1 though the mother made the son eat the dosa, 

he did not eat.’ 

Tamil 

58. na:n en tampiyaip patippitta:lum 

I my younger brother-acc. teach-pas t-cond. 

avan patikkavillai. 

he learn-neg. 

’though I taught my younger brother, he did 

not learn.1 

59. narn en tampiyaip patikka 

I my younger brother-acc. learn-inf. 

vaitta:lum avan patikkavillai* 

do-cond. he learn-neg. 

’though I made my younger brother learn, 

he did not learn.’ 

Krishnamurti (1971 : 27) points out that such 

sentences are understood as "tried to V but not 

succeeded in doing it". This is a characteristic 

of verbs in Dravidian, which are imperfective. 

Hence, entailment is not true in the causative 
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sentences in Dravidian languages. 

Direct Versus Remote Causation 

The surfacing of the embedded subject as 

object or instrumental in the morphological causa¬ 

tive has semantic consequences. When the embedded 

subject becomes instrumental, the causative 

expresses a situation involving remote causation 

where the causer gives directions to the causee. 

When the embedded subject becomes the object, the 

causative expresses a situation where the causer 

physically manipulates the causee in effecting the 

’caused event’. Usually the periphrastic causa¬ 

tive expresses remote causation. Consider the 

following sentences. 

Malayalam 

60. amma kuttiye eluticcu 

mother child-acc. write-cause-past 

’the mother made the child write* 

61. amma kuttiyekkonta partham eluticcu 

mother child-inst. lesson (acc.) write-cause- 

past 

'the mother made the child write the lesson* 

62. accan ammayekkonta kuttiye elutippiccu- 

father mother-inst. child-acc. write-cause-past 

'the father made the mother make the child write’ 

63. *accan ammayekkonta kuttiyekkonta partham 

father mother-inst. child-inst. lesson (acc.) 

elutippiccu. 

write-cause-past 

A restricted set of verbs in Malayalam 
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like elut 1 write* make a syntactic contrast as in 

(60) and (61) which signals semantic contrast.. 

In (60)* where the embedded subject becomes the 

direct object* the purpose of the causer is to 

get the causee to write,. When the embedded subject 

becomes Instrumental as in (61)* the causee is an 

instrument in getting the letter written. Only 

causatives like (60) are causativized again. The 

causativization of causatives like (61) are for¬ 

bidden e 

Maiayalam 

64. amma kuttiye eluticcu; atu 

mother child-acc. write-cans e-pas t it 

sariya:yi11a* 

right-be-neg. 

'the mother made the child write, it was not 

alright.1 

6 6. amma ku11iyekkonto pa:tham 

mother child-inst. lesson (acc.) 

eluticcu; atu sariya:yilla. 

write-cause-past it right-be-neg. 

'the mother made the child write the lesson; 

it was not alright.' 

In (64)* the antecedent of the pro-form atu is 

'the act of getting the child to write8. In con¬ 

trast* in (65) the antecedent of the pro-form ate 

is ?the resultant object pa:tham 'lesson*. This 

substantiates the semantic contrast between (60) 

and (61) as direct and remote causation. 

The above discussion* shows that same rules 

operate in the causativization in intransitives 
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and transitives (excluding ingestives in the four 

Dravidian languages. Tamil, Kannada and Telugu 

have morphological and periphrastic causatives0 

Dravidian languages provide evidence of violation 

of the theory of case hierarchy. This diminishes 

the possibility of the theory of case hierarchy . 

to be part of the universal grammar. It may also 

be pointed out that the observation of Emeneau 

(1978 : 202) and Masica (1976 : 78) that the mor¬ 

phology of Malayalam causatives does not neatly 

correspond to semantic-syntactic functions and 

follows purely mechanical rules of its own is not 

substantiated. 
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NOTES 

*My profound thanks are due to Dr. E. Annarnalai, who 

read through the paper in many of its versions and offered 

valuable suggestions and comments on both substance and style 

of presentation. 

1. Maiayalam does not have periphrastic causatives. 

2. Doubling on direct object position is permitted in 

languages like German, Dutch, etc. (Comrie, 1976 : 

285). 
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